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invited to participate.
The cost is $12 and includes a T-shlrt,
footbaU ticket and lunch. An additional
ticket can be purchased for $5.
Participants should bring their own
instruments. Baritones, mellophones,
sousaphones, percussion and flags will be
provided.
At least 30 participants are needed to perform with the 2002 Racer Band.
For more information, contact John Fannin at 762-6449 or john.fannin@murraystate.edu.

Walelfield I..IJrwy fealures exhi..
on Congressman Stubblefield

Tori Burns, sophomore from Silex, Mo., prepares Shalizar for the Arabian
Classic in Springfield, Ill., where she \yill compete in the western pleasure event.

Waterfield Libra ry is featuring an
exhibit on the life of Frank A. Stubblefield during its regular operating
hours through Dec. 17.
Stubblefield is a former congressman from Murray. He also served on
the Murray State Board of Regents.
The display will include Stubblefield's memorabilia, correspondence
an d personal items. For more information, phone Waterfield Library at 762-

Anny Research director speaks

2291.

Margaret Harper/ The News

about telecommunications
Army research laboratory computational
and information sciences Director James
Gantt will speak about challenges using
current telecommunications in a military
context at 7 p.m. Monday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
The program is free and open to the pub·
lie.
For more information, phone 762-3897.

Murr-Vegas Allstars to perfonn
free concert in Sunset Strips
The Murr· Vegas Allstars will play from 9
to 11 p.m. Saturday in Sunset Strips. The
· band will play rhythm and blues, Motown
and classic rock. Admission is free.
For more information, contact Steplwn D.
Keene at 753-4850.

Humanities and Fine Arts, liS
sponsor Iraqi history teach-in
The 'Institute for International Studies
and the College of l Iumanities and Fine
Arts is sponsoring a teach-in titlt>d "Iraq:
History and Politics" at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the'Freed Curd Auditorium.
Faculty from history, govemment, law
and international-affairs department~ will
present baCkground informatiol'l about
Iraq's history, politics, demographics and
culture.

At 8 p.m., Students for Social Justice is
sponsoring a round tnble to analyze the
current conflict between the United States
and Iraq from political, religious, economic
and linguistic perspectives.

2002-43 llomeconWig elections
to be held online next week

2002-03 Homecoming elections will
Education department offers beThe
held online from noon Tuesday until
reading session for students noon Wednesday at http:/ /campus.mur·
The dcpi.lrtment of early childhood and raystate.edu/vote.
elementary education will offer a fa ll read- . The Homecoming Queen candidates are
ing program for children in primary Whitney Arnold, Kaci Greer, Whitney Oliver, Jennifer Payne and Jessica Reed ..
through :-;ixth grade.
Sessions will be held from 3:30 to 4:20
Homecoming King candidates are Harris
p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays in Alexan- Jones, Brett Keohan, Brandon Powell, Jason
der llall. The sessions began Monday and Albritton and Ja~ Rabe.
will run through Dec. 2.
For more information, phone 762·6951.
'Th(~ program is designed to help children
improve reading comprehension, vocabu- Residential colleges experience
lary and oral reading likills.
brown-out, black-out Wednesday
Students will recl!ive one-on-one tutoring
Franklin, Clark and Richmond Colleges
from undergraduate students enrolled in a lost power for two hours on Thursday for
reading practicum.
reasons which have yet to be determined.
The program fee is $90, but can be
From approximately 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.,
reduced if financial need exists.
there was a "brown-out" where lights were
For more infom1ation, phone 762-2500 or dimmed and low .voltage electronics lost
762-3396.
power. From 10:30 to 11:30 p.m., the building lost all power.
Racer Band Alumni Reunion
Facilities management has been working
needs alumni band participants on the problem since Thursday; however, ·
The R,lCer Band Alumni Reunion will the building air conditioning still isn't
begin at 9 a.m. Oct. 12 at the practice field working.
next to the Regional Special Events Center.
Any,>ne who has ever marched or known Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor Marie
someone who marcht•d with Racer Band is Ewing, assistant news editor.

Relax, Worship,
EXperience!
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•police l)eat
Thursday, Sept. 26
8:23 a.m. A student at Faculty Hall

10:23 p.m . A caller in Springer College reported leaks in her room.
Facilities management was notified.
11:47 p .m. A subject was stuck in an
elevator in Blackburn Science
Building.

reported receiving threateni?g
messages on her answering
machine. A report was taken.
9:37 p.m . An officer requested fMS
assistance for a subject who was
hyperventilating at the Roy Stewart
Stadium.
·
.. li"·-.lav Oct 1
uc;MI
9:43 p.m. The residence director a t 12:04 a.m. There was a report of
Clark College report~d the smell of several subjects gathering in the
marijuana on the first floor. A Roy Stewart Stadium.
report was taken.
9:22 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued to a motorist on 16th Street
Friday. Sept. 27
for failure to yield to a pedestrian
3:38 a.m. A caller reported damage on a walkway.
to University property at Clark Col- 8:42 p .m. A caller reported that a
vehicle at Racer Arena had been
lege.
12:10 p .m A caller reported subjects scratched.
rollerblading on the rails nnd grass 10:51 p.m . There was a report of a
near the Curris Center.
fraternity using machetes in a step9:05 p.m. A resident adviser at show rehearsal. They were asked to
Regents College found a road sign put them away and get permission
in a resident's room. A report was to use them from proper authorities.
taken.

I'

Saturday, Sept. 28
5:51 p.m. Two juveniles were

n•ported
ska teboarding
and
putting flyers on cars in Roy Stewart Stadium. The subjects were
advised to obtain permission before
putting flyers on vehicles.
11:28 p .m. A verbal warning was
issued to a motorist in the Curris
Center parking lot for having only
one headlight.

Sunday, Sept. 29
12:27 a.m. There was a noise complaint in the Franklin College parking lot.
12:37 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued to a motorist for failure to
'
illuminate.
3:15a.m. A citation was issued to a
motorist fur not having taillights, a
driver's license and proof of insurnnce.
5:21 p.m. A caller reported children
running around Alexander Hall.
The subjects said they came in
through an opl•n door.

•

Wednesday, Oct. 2
1:59 a.m. A verbal warning was

issued to a motorist that had blue
lights for tum signals.
2:39 a.m . There was a report of students shooting paintballs at vehicles
in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot. A repor t was taken.
12:27 p.m. A caller reported that a
woman had fallen and was bleeding
at the Doyle Fine Arts Building.
2:47 p.m. Then.~ was a minor-injury
accident at the TRIO circle parking
lot. A report was taken.
3:14 p.m . There was a report of an
elderly man sitting on a bench at the
Curris Center. The individual
advised he was just enjoying the out·
doors.
3:32 p.m. There was a report of a vehicle being shot at Murphy's Pond. The
incident is under investigation by the
Kentucky State Police.
9:17 p.m. The residence adviser at
Franklin, Richmond and Clark Colleges reported a brown-out.
Motorist Assists-4

Monday, Sept 30

Poll~~ Esco~12

9:58 p.m. A caller repo rted receiv-

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie
Ewing, assistant news editor. All dispatched are not listt•d.

ing unwanted phone calls from her
ex -boyfriend

'Meric_____

i

The NET is a praise and worship
experience for Murray State
students each Sunday at 8 p.m.

Refreshments will be served.
A van will be at Hart Hall at 7:45 p.m. every

FOR

Sunday for evening worship.
203

S. 4th St.

753-1854
Enough said.

-world l)rief1.)7
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Woman suing Governor Patton
meets with federal Investigators

Gov. Ventura skips vollng

FRANKFORT (AP) - A woman suing
Gov. Paul Patton for sexual harassment
gave investigators the name of a person in
the governor's office who allegedly tipped
her before inspections of her nursing
home, her lawyer said Tuesday.
During their two-year affair, Tina Conner says Patton helped her nursing home
in Clinton, then retaliated against the business when their relationship ended in
1999. The nursing home is now in bankruptcy after a damaging series of state
inspections.
Conner's attorney, Fred Radolovich, said
after Tuesday's meeting that information
she gave to investigators would not be
used against her, provided she was truthful. He described it as "today only" immunity for her information.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- Gov.
Jesse Ventura says the nation's
election turnout is "pathetic.''
But he was among Minnesotans who didn't vote in
the Sept. 10 primary.
"He regrets that he was not
able to make it to the polls,"
said Ventura spokesman John
Wodele. "He simply said his
schedule got the best of him."
Ventura is registered to vote
under his legal name, James
Janos.
The governor spent much of
primary day in meetings with
commissioners, then attended
a Minnesota Twins baseball
game with a group from St.
Joseph's Home for Children,
his office said.

Report show some gains, losses
in Kentucky higher education
LEXINGTON (AP) - More people are
going to college in Kentucky and more of
them are getting a degree, but the state has
fallen in some areas, including affordability, according to a national report card.
The non-profit National Center for Public Policy and Education, based in San Jose,
Calif., issued its second report Tuesday. It
gathers data from across the country every
two years.
The report measures the quality of
preparation for higher education amid the
state's elementary and secondary systems,
participation or enrollment in higher education, affordability, completion rates and
benefits to the state derived from higher
education.

Hurricane Uli may bring heavy
rain, winds to drenched state
LEXINGTON (AP) - Hurricane Lili
could bring heavy rain and 35 mph winds
to Kentucky by the end of the week, and
that could cause problems for a state
drenched by Tropical Storm fsidore last
week.
"This time it could take a lot less rain to
cause a lot more flooding and flash flooding," University of Kentucky meteorologist Tom Priddy said Tuesday
Isidore dumped enough rain to finish off
the state's lingering late-summer drought,
with long, soaking downpours.

in Minnesota primary

University pays $7,000
In grievance settlement
PORTLAND, Maine (AP)

The University of Southern
Maine has paid a professor
$7,000 as part of a grievance settlement between the school and
the professor stemming from
his remarks in videotaped lectures about minorities and
homosexuals.
Details of the confidential settlement between USM and John
Broida became public after the
"Portland Press Herald" filed a
Freedom
of
Information
request.
Broida filed a grievance
against the school saying it had
harmed his reputation in the
way it handled a student complaint charging him with making offensive remarks against
minorities and homosexuals.

Former Enron finance
officer surrenders to FBI
HOUSTON (AP) - The former chief financial officer of
Enron Corp. was charged
Wednesday with securities,
wire and mail fraud, money

3

•world
laundering and conspiring to
inflate Enron's profits and
enrich himself at the company's
expense.
Andrew Fastow, 40, surrendered Wednesday morning to
FBI agents and had a court date
later Wednesday.
The criminal complaint
charges that Fastow and others
created a scheme to defraud
Enron and its shareholders
through transactions with offthe-books partnerships that
made the company look more
profitable than it was.

Father, son electrocuted
in Iowa fann accident
ALLISON, Iowa (AP) - A
northeast Iowa farmer and his
son died in an accident on their
farm near Allison in Butler
County.
Sheriffs officers said Harlan
Steere, 52, and his son, Brock,
18, were electrocuted Tuesday
while moving a grain auger.
Officials said they were moving the machine by hand when
it touched a power line. Both
were pronounced dead at the
scene.

Bill Clinton supports
Blair's stand on Iraq
BLACKPOOL, England
(AP) - Weapons inspectors
should be sent back to Iraq,
but backed by a tough new
resolution from the U.N.
Security Council, former
U.S. President Bill Clinton
· said Wednesday.
"Saddam Hussein, as
usual, is bobbing and weaving," Clinton told the convention of Britain's governing Labor Party. "We
should call his bluff."
On Tuesday, U.N inspec·
tors struck a deal with Iraq
for the return of inspectors
for the first time in four
years, but the United States
and Britain are demanding
a new Security Council res-olution authorizing force
against Saddam if he fails to
comply.

Nightspot explosion

kills American soldier
ZAMBOANGA, Philippines (AP) - A powerful
explosion outside a bar frequented by troops from an
adjacent Philippine military base killed two people, including an American
soldier, and injured at least
16 Wednesday evening in
the troubled southern
Philippines, officials and
witnesses said.
The blast ripped off the
roof of a small wooden
house and damaged six
shops. Debris included a
large number of nails that
witnesses said appeared to
have been from a bomb on
or near a motorcycle
parked in the area.
Army Col. Alexander
Yapching, head of Task
Force Zamboanga that is in
charge of securing the city
from terrorist attacks, said
two
Americans
were
among the injured.

Cabby forced to drive,
paid well by passenger
SEYMOUR, Conn. (AP)
Police are investigating an
unusual incident involving a
taxi driver and a passenger
with a gun.
The cabby was forced to drive
a man from New Haven to Seymour Tuesday morning at gunpoint. But he was also paid $400
for the short ride.
Police were told by the cab
driver Tuesday morning that he
was forced at gunpoint to drive
from New Haven to Seymour.
After an investigation, Seymour police took a man living
at a home on Bryson Ave. into
custody without incident, then
transferred him to the custody
of New Haven police, who are
leading the investigation.

Human trafficking
suspects arrested
ROME (AP) - In a series
of sweeps across Europe,
police arrested 80 people
allegedly involved in the
trafficking of illegal immigrants mostly from Eastern
to Western Europe, police
said Wednesday.
The operation involved
many European CC?untries,
including Spain, Portugal,
Germany, France, Austria
and Poland as well as Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. It
was led by the Italian Carabinieri paramilitary forces
and Europe's international
police, Europol.
Police also carried out
about 150 search warrants
and identified over 120
suspects as part of the
sweep, which was dubbed
"Operation Sunflower." At
least five nightclubs in
Italy were shut down. and
were being searched.

Fonner Bosnian Serb
leader pleads guilty
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - Bosnian Serb
wartime leader Biljana
Plavsic, one of the highestranking suspects at the U.N.
war crimes tribunal, pleaded
guilty Wednesday to one
count of crimes against
humanity.
Plavsic, 72, has been
named as a possible witness against other leading
suspects, such as former
Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic, now on
trial for genocide and war
crimes in the Balkan wars
of the 1990s.
Speaking by video-link
from a tribunal office . in
Yugoslavia, Plavsic said: "I
plead guilty" to the crime of
persecution.
After Plavsic changed her

plea, prosecutors dropped
all other charges against her.

AIDS Infection rates
to rise In Cambodia
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) - Prime Minister
Hun Sen said Wednesday
that AIDS is Cambodia's
most dangerous scourge _
deadlier than the millions of
land mines that still dot the
countryside after decades of
war.
Cambodia has an HIV
infection rate of 2.6 percent,
the highest in Southeast
Asia, among its 12.5 million
people. AIDS has killed
about 90,000 people since
the country's first case was
discovered in 1991, and
160,000 mor~ people are in
various stages of the disease.
By 2010, the death toll
could reach 230,()()()..250,000,
and some 100,000 children
will become orphaned,
experts said at the country's
second national conference
on HIV and AIDS. HIV is
the virus that causes AIDS.

Iraqi Foreign Mlnlsby
criticizes accusations
.BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
British charges that President Saddam Hussein is
developing weapons of
mass destruction are empty
propaganda, Iraq said
Wednesday.
In a 29-page rebuttal
given to reporters in Baghdad, the Iraqi Foreign Ministry said the British allegations were "a series of lies
and empty propaganda
which are totally inconsis-tent with the facts and
reports by the (U.N. inspectors') Special Commission
and the International Atomic Energy Agency teams."
World Britjly is compiled by
Tim Siniard, staff writer.
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20th Annual
Homecoming Run
Murray St~te University ·

Ne ed Ex perience? No Problem!

The Murray State News
is training & filling the following positions:

Date:

Friday, October 11th

Entry Fee:

$10 to pre-register•• /$15 day of race.•

Time:

Race begins @ 5 p.m. in front of the
Carr Health Building. Check in begins
@ 4 p.m.

Course:

5K run through the Murray State

·A d vertising Manager
·A d Production Manager

Campus.

·Business Manager

Get the experience you
need for the future, today!

Age Divisions:

15-20
21-30
31-40

Awards:

Only those that pre-register will be
guaranteed a T-shirt on race day. MSU
Bookstore gift certificates will be
awarded to first place finishers in each
age group • male and female.
For more information,
contact the Campus Recreation office

Apply today at The Murray State News, 1st floor Wilson Hall
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opinion editor: Scwro Avila
phone: 762-'146!;
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Heavy recruitment, no room
Our View
ISSUE:

Murray State ofticials arc aggressively recruiting stu-

How do you feel about the
SGA's Unpack Your Suitcase
program to keep students in
Murray on weekends?
"There are plenty
of things to do, so
I stay here on

dents.
P OSITIO N:

Recruitment is an
excellent idea if the
proper facilities are
put in place to accomodate the surge in
enrollment.

weekends."
Lorin Arnold
freshman. KeVIl

"I am never here,
so I don 'l like the
campaign:'

Before you try bringing students to school,
you must provide adequate housing and recreational facilities for
them.
Food-service, library
and residential facilities
remain the same. despite
a growing student population.
The administration is
addressing one issue,
however. by constructing the new Wellness
Center. What should be
updated are the residential colleges. Repairs
must be done on the
existing structures, and
at least one new building
should be considered.
Something University
officials might consider
as a quick, relatively
inexpensive way to alleviate the housing overload is to allow sophomores to live off cam~ jeopardizing their safety,
pus. Not only would this health and comfort by
increase room availabili- cramming them into
ty in the residential col- already crowded living
leges, but it also would conditions.
allow for more students
In pursuit of larger
numbers.
to be recruited without enrollment

University officials must
reali1e that getting students to come to Murray
State is one thing. but
deciding what to with
them when they do get
here is quite another.

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of "11lt!
Murray State News. ·•
The editorial board is
composed of all section
editors.

Water m·utations President ignores
induce frustration skydiving club

TenaEpps
freshman. LOUISville

"It's a good idea

Howdy, folks. Recently. I
found myself at an adult beverage store: it is not often that I
frequent such places, and I
a'sure you I would not be writing about this panicular incident unless I had a good n:ason. I mean, I never write
about thing:. unless there is a
good point to make, right'!
Ummm, don't ans\\er that
question.
Anyway. my friend that was
accompanying me pointed out
something thai caused me to
really question where f>ociety
is going these days. No, it wa~
not a drunken hobo begging
for booze money. nor was it a
bottle of Totino's Pany Piuaflavored malt liquor.
Folks. what caught our interest was a beverage known as
DNA. The package looked like
it must have been designed by
"For several the runner~up in a child's coloring contest (moM likely, this
years, I have runner-up was acwr Vin
Diesel), as it had the letters
steadily
"DNA" wriuen in bold white
grown dis- letters imposed on a giant
thumbprint
contented neon-green
(because, as we all know, neon
with the
thumbprints are often associat·
mutation of ed with deoxyribonucleic
acid).
bottled
Well. this god-awful packspring
aging wa'> not what captured
water. This my attention and puzzled me.
No. what did was the descripfirst started tion of the product: bottled
when tla~ alcoholic spring water.
This discovery was the
vors were straw that broke the camel's
introduced back. For several years, 1 have
steadily grown discontented
to the water. with the mutation of bottled
Further
spring water. This first started
mutations when tlavors were introduced
to the water. Funher mutations
that contin~ that continued to distress me
ued to dis~ were the developments of carbtmated water, as well as caftress me
feine-enriched \\ater. And
now.
I was !>tanding before a
were the
package ot alcoholic bouled
develop~
water. Well. folks, my silence
on thi!> issue comes to an end
ments of
here. I can take it no longer.
carbonated
I say this cause~ me toquestion where society is going
water, as
because it seem.; we have
well as caf- taken
something intended to be
feine''healthy'' and ''pure" and com·
plctely wa~"p~:d it in an effon to
enriched
make it appeal to more people.
water.''
I pur "healthy" and "pure·· in
quotations because I am not
one of those people who is
going to. argue that bottled
:-;pring water is any healthier
and purer than tap water. But
for the :.ake of th1s commentary. let u-. assume that I do
bclie\e I um lh ing a much
healthier lifestyle by drinking
bonled spring water.
Now, the original purpose of
bottled water was to give people a healthier alternative to
drinkmg ordinary tap wnrer or
ma!isive amounts of carbonat ed beverage. nghf' How m..uy
ads ponrayed bottled \l''l!r>rs

On
the
John

for students, but
most people live
close and prefer
to go home."
Thea Galaotowk:z
juniOr, St Louis

I LJ

Murray State's administration i~ taking agressive steps to recruit more
students to our institution.
One such step is the
changing of admission
requirements to allow
more students the opportunity to enroll.
The new recruitment
effort is obviously an
attempt to boost revenue
through tuition and other
mandatory fees.
If the University needs
additional funds, then
this tactic is a good one
and appears to be working. However, what the
administration has failed
to do is balance that student recruitment by
upgrading housing and
recreational facilities on
campus.
Everyone seems to be
aware of the housing
shortage at Murray
State. And yet. despite
the obvious inability of
the administration to
address these problems,
it tries to bring in more
students.

1I

!

"I think students
' should leave. .
because there is

more to do outside of campus."
Kyoko Aoyama
ESL studMI, Japan

lenny Hahn I The New$

~-the
murray·
t:;Jstate
ne\\rs
2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
&mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
Loree Stark
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Ryan Brooks
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Marcl Owen
news editor · 762-4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762-4468
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college life editor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that mformation 1n
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate .
"The Murray State News" oHers a handson learning environment for those students
mterested m journalism or other fields rclat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news pohc1es.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and is an of11C1al publication of Murray State University The first
copy of "The Murray State News• 1s free
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

such as Evian and Aberfoylc
as being chO\:k full of minerals
and other healthy ingredients'!
Bottled water was appealing
because it was pure water, free
from all thar junk found in
other types of beverages.
But ala!>, all good things
must come to an end, and the
companies making bottled
water decided they needed to
suck more people into drinking
their water, This led to the
development of flavored , caf·
feinated and carbonated water.
But I would never ha"e
thought u company would
stoop -;o low as to produ.:c
alcoholic spring water. Sadly.
people do buy this ~tuff, as
there are testimonials on the
beverage's Web :;ite to prove It
(along with DNA wallpapers,
screen savers and movies). It is
a real alcoholic·bottled-springwater multimedia experience .
If this trend continues, we
can look forward to ~eeing bottled water with added carbona·
tion, caramel color, aspartame.
phosphoric acid, potassium
benzoate, natural flavors. citric
acid and caffeine. Most normal
people, however. would refer
to that as Diet Coke. But
believe me, folks. it will sell
like wildfire if it is packaged
under the former description,
especially if it has a giant
neon-green thumbprint printed
on the side of it.
Another friend pointed out
that Evian, the french brand
that started it all. is "naive"
spelled backwards. Perhaps
the French thought it would be
fun to take a break from being
beaten in war and play a prank
on health nuts all over the
world. The prank, of course,
being the bottling of tap water
and passing it off as spring
water.
This got me to thinking
about the pos!'iible meaning
behind ''bollled water.'' Turns
out. bottled water spelled
hackwurds is "retaw delttob,"
which is Sumerian for ' 'beverage that will some day sell out
its image in order to bring 10
higher profits." Glad those
Sumerian clasl!Cll really paid
off.
That's whr..t it really boils
down to in the end. Bottled
water. like every band that has
ever performed on a GAP
commercial, has sold out. I am
!'iUre we will be seeing a very
sad VHI "Behind the Music"'
special about Aberfoyle very
soon. Way to go. bottled
water. Way to sacrifice your
pure-spring mineral dignity.
I'm really thirsty right now.
Perhaps I'll go ha\e a drink of
water enhanced with sugar and
a p(lW de red. cherry-tlavored
additive.

John Gibson is a columnist for
"The Murray State News,"

Let me first stan this anicle by
saying I am a big supponer of
diversity on college campu~s. I
have many friend:> with different
ethnic backgrounds, and I don't
view it as the "P.C.'' thing to do. I
merely value differing viewpoints. I say this simply because
this commentary is an outright
attack against the holler-thanthou. "we are a diverse cnmpu~"
attitude that pervades the UniH~r
sity"s admini!itration.
When l came 10 Mumtv Srare., I
actually believed the ad~linistra
tlon' s claims that 1t valued diversity. With the number of international and African-American MUdents around, it even seemed plausible And so. with this richly
diverse atmosphere all around me,
I felt inclined to help things along
and improve the diversity of this
campus even funher.
"But what does Murray Swtelack that other major universities
have?" you ask. How about a skydiving club?
So many students said the.y
thought a skydiving club was a
great Idea. I went ahead and
formed a club here. Since its
inception, the club has introduced
almost 50 students to the joys of
parachuting. Everyone thought it
was a great idea. Everyone, th:ll is.
except the adminil>tration.
Even though polls showed that
student<> thought the club would
add diversity to campus life, the
administration wouldn't have it
So. the club wa~ unceremoniously
shut down last semester. Period.
End of story. That is where our
then newly elected president
thought it would end.
A:. president of this club, however, I still hear from students
wanting to jump, and I welcome
them every weekend. So, rhe club
lhes. Perhaps some of ynu have
noticed an adopt-a-highway sign
in the pre~ident's front y;mJ reading. "Murray Skydiving Cluh."
Well, that"~ u<>. We're still here.
and we still skydive as students of
this Univer.it).
Now J hear all of you out there
wa\o·ing your hands asking. "Why
not set a meeting with President
Alexander und discuss this?" The
sad fact is that the "people's president" ~imply cannot be bothered
to have a prnper meeting. Rcccntlv. his administrative assNant told
me that the Skydiving Club's vice
president ~as not permitted to
nttend the meeting (planned fur
early October) since I didn't
specifically state to her before that
he a"o would be in attendance.
Additionally. I was told a conference call with a senior member of
the United States Parachute Association wns not allow cd. So
whar's left'!
Basically. I am allm~ed to see
the pres1dent tor ti ve or I 0 min .
utes before his lunch and plead a
case that i:; already closed in hi:.
mind. Now, for those of you out
there who know me, you know I
am one hell of a salesman. I have
been told I can sell anyone on any-

thing. But, given the tern1s the
king has handed down through hi:.
minor functionary, I can see that
this "ill not be the case. So, it is
with this commentary that I tell
you, Mr. President, that you can
have back your precious five or 10
minutes. If I have to be bullied by
your secretary, administrative
assistant or what have you. and
beg for your time, I would ruther
not talk to you in the fir!'it place. I
urn a student here and, as such.
consider my rime just as valuable
as anyone else's.
Now, in order to fully explain
my point, lt:t me tell you what you
are mi~;smg. For starters, skydiving is the fao;test-growmg collegiate spon since football. Numerou-; colleges and universities
around the country. us well as in
our region, have skydiving clubs.
Even one llf our rival universities.
Southem Illinois has one. Smce I
founded this organi:lation. Murmy
State has beaten SIU on two occasions in national skydiving com·
peuuons. the tir.r of which was
the U.S. National Collegiate Sky·
div1ng Championships la<;t
J..)ecember The most recent event
wac; the U.S. Nationab - the big
time. In that competitmn. I man·
aged to place third nationally; that
i~> to say. a Murray State student
placed third in the nauon.
What could have been u wonderful public-relations story fell to
the wayside.
When I discussed the issue of
having a skydiving club w11h our
current Student Govennnent
Association president, he Mated
that we would have more suppon
from the University if we had
some son of suppon from the
"NatiOnal Collegiate Skydiving
Association:·
After
some
research. I discovered that there 1s
no such association in existence.
So. with the help of the United
Swte~ Parachute Association, I
founded one. Let me repeat
my~~:lt for tho~e ot you who
missed it: A Murray State ),tudent
founded a national organization.
Yet another excdlcnt publk-rela·
tions opponunity wao; missed out
(>0 by this admini)>tr:ttion. Surprise, surprise. Sometime:. I won·
der if this school doe!tn't "miss the
forest for the flowers.' '
So, "hen you brag to your other
univer-.ity-president eollcugucs
about the IJI\·ersity ol your earnpus, Mr. President. I want you tn
remember me. I want you to J..no"
that you missed out on .)oomc
tremendous
public·relations
opportunities for your institution.
You know what the truly ironic
pan is'! Thio; all swrtcd out as one
guy pruud enough of his University to want to represent it on u
national scale and. in doing so.
help its image.
Well. enjoy your di\ersity. :.1r,
and enjoy your image. Our meeting is off.
Andy Clinger is a srnior orgcmit ational commlmicmirms major

from Huntsburg. Ohio.
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Campus cops aid
'in canine search
In My

Opinion

Marci
Owen

"Walking
through the
door, my hair
and clothes
soaked from
the rain, my
cheeks
stained from
tears, I could
see lhal the
man behind
the counter
was probably
expecting
something
much worse
than the personal calamity I was about
to reveal."

It was I :30 a.m. Thursday in the newsroom. I was tired and desperately try1ng to
finish the layout of the news pages. My
, dogs. Mattie and Marley, were with me
and had begun to give me the usual pitiful
look signifying their need to relieve themselves outside.
Normally. 1 would put ~hem on their
leashes while outside, but since the campus was a virtual ghost town, I thought I
would trust them to stay within my sight.
In hindsight, the erTor in judgment is completely obvious.
I'm not sure I've ever seen my dogs run
as fast as they did when that door opl!ned.
I began chasing 'after them, but Marley.
part greyhound. and
Mauie. who is normally
relatively
<>low
with
her
Labrador hody and
bassett- hound legs,
ran like they had
just stolen something. Within seconds. they were out
of sight. I immediately
began
to
panic.
I quickly ran back
into the newsroom.
tears
streaming
down my face, and informed my colleagues of the catastrophic situation.
Upon my announcement, four of my coworkers v<.>lunteered to help search for my
precious babies.
A half an hour later, the five of us, soaking from the constant rain. voices strained
from the repetitive calling of Mattie and
Marley, were getting desperate. Stopping
everyone we passed, it seemed no one
could give us the help of which we were in
such dire need.
In a last anempt, 1 decided to seek help
at the University's police department. I
walked into the Public Safety building
thinking I :.hould try to look as pitiful as
possible so that the campus police would
consider taking time to join the search. not
reali1ing that I already appeared truly pitiful.
Walking through the door, my hair and
clothes soaked from the rain. my cheeks
stained from the tears. I could see that the
man behind the counter was probably
expecting something much worse than the
<#

personal calamity I was ahout to reveal.
He quickly took the description of my
beloved girls. He told me he would do
what be could, but for some reason I felt
my request had fallen on deaf ears.
J left feeling even more! helpless than
before. It had now been an hour since I
had last seen my dogs. and l felt as if I had
exhausted all my resources. We had
combed almost every area on campus, and
it was becoming increasingly difficult to
see as the rain picked up in intensity.
As my optimism was nearing its end, all
of the sudden. a ray of light came shining
through the darkness of the night and the
situation, literally. I spotted a Murray
State patrol car. spotlight
ablaze. Although my
puppies were still running amuck. J somehow
felt reassured the search
would be successful.
Fifteen or 20 minutes
later, my girls were
found. We all walked
into the newsroom. elated from the reunion but
fatigued by the ordeal.
As everyone began to
recount the experience, I
noticed one common element: the surprise over
MurTay State's police officers' willingness to participate.
1 do not think we were all so surprised
that they actually were doing something.
but that they so willingly helped when
other police departments might have
ignored my plea. They did not simply pass
through tbe Strl!ets occasionally glancing
around, but many of those in the <>earch
said they saw the patrol cars driving
through campus. nashing their spotlights
in every ilirection.
I know to many this commentary may
seem trivial, but I think it's necessary to
P<)int out that our police officers. who are
sometimes heavily critici:.r.ed. do really
care about the students on this campus.
Although the officers were not responsible for the recovery of my dogs. they did
help me regain my hopefulness that night
and, in some way. my faith in the kindness
of strangers.

Marci Owen is news editor 01 "The Murray State News. "

Clueless men need assistance
In My

Opinion

Kimberly
Ritch

"As a
woman, I am
going to say
that this hintdropping
thing should
not be left
only to the
women."

0

It just so happc!ns that over
the weekend I was taught
many things. l was taken
under the wings of a few
people. and they were more
than happy to share a few
secrets with me of their own
free will. But the key thing
they wanted to tell me was
that men are stupid.
I am not trying to ruffle
any feathers or start "the big
debate," so hear me out first.
When it comes to women.
men can be stupid, and, likewise, when it comes to men,
I'll be the first to admit that
women can be stupid.
It all starts out when you
meet someone and there is
that inevitable attraction that
builds inside of you. Well.
how do you know when the
other person is interested?
This question is one that has
most likely plagued us all at
some point or another in our
lifetimes - that is, if it isn't
plaguing you now.
The guys in the group said
to me, "Kimberly. we men
are stupid: we don't pick up
on these things at all. You
women have to help us out a
little."
What is this that they told
me? Is it true that we women
don't help enough when it
comes to the opposite sex?
Then again, do men help us
women out in that department'?
The guys went on to tell

me that it's all about hints.
Men sometimes (actually,
much of the time) need
women to be u little more
assertive in letting them
know that what we want is a
little more aggression. too.
Sometimes it takes something that just hits us before
we know what we want.
However. most will agree
that the art of hint-dropping
may sound easier than it
actually is. We all know that
no one wants to be rejected.
That may just be the biggest
obstacle in the whole ordeal.
There is no rule that says if
you drop hints and are clear
about your interest that the
intere~t. will be returned.
This is just the chance you
sometimes have to take.
Many men and women I
have asked about this topic
tend to agree that the "clueless stage" is the worst part.
Well. if the answer to getting
past that is to head down the
golden-brick road of knowledge and drop a few hints,
then l feel that it is worth the
trip.
As a woman, I am going
to say that thi~ hint-dropping
thing should not be left only
to the women.
Every female I talked to
likes for the guy to make the
first move and drop a few
hints her way. If we all keep
waiting around for hints.
however. then we risk end-

ing up looking like participants at a middle-school
dance with the guys and gals
lined up on opposite sides
wondering what to do next.
So I have t.lecided, what's
wrong with being a little
more assertive? It can't hurt,
right'!
So, if the men are dropping hints our way and we
are dropping hints their way.
we can't go wrong. Just
make .-.ure you aren't sending out the wrong hints. ·
Another important thing
to remember is that hints
help you know where
boundaries lie. If you are not
afraid to drop some of those
hints, you may just be pleasantly surprised. The other
person could have just been
standing there the whole
time waiting for you to send
a little encouragement, and
that's never a bad thing.
The guys 1 spoke with did
share w1th me the ultimate
hinl ti:Jr a man (I feel. however, that this hint can go
either way). They said.
"Kimberly, a g(xxl way to let
us know you are interested.
when you think we are, is to
just put· those arms around
our waist and get real close.
We can pick up on thar."

Kimherlv Ritch is a senior

public rtla1ion1 major from
Marion .
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ESL layoffs jeopardize

diversity on campus
1 am writing this in response to the
front-page article in the Sept. 20 issue of
''The Murray State News" titled "Financial difficulties plague ESL program."
As a graduate teaching assistant in the
English as a Second Language program,
I want to share s.ome of my views surrounding these difficulties and ask for
justification of other difficulties not
addressed by the article.
First, I want to say that the administration has been very gracious to the
international students here at MurTay
State. Dr. Robertson in the Student
Affairs Office consistently goes out of
his way to make sure that international
students' needs are met and that their
reque.,ts are considered and honored.
Dr. Brockway continually artends international-student programming. including F..SL graduation. ISO Buffet and
farewell ceremonies for short-term
exchange groups.
La.'it year, I was convinced that President Alexander cares for international
issues when he took time out of his
schedule to preside at a ceremony that
honored those international students
who participated in a Habitat for
Humanity program during Spring
Break.
I am thankful for the presence and
support of University administrators at
international programs. but I also need
some clarification for how the Universi·
ty manages the ESL program. I want to
preface these argument<; by saying that
this is very much a personal issue for
me, and I admit that my arguments will
be both myopic and lopsided, but they
are given to encourage dialogue.
According to the mentioned article,
"the (T:.SL's) communications, its hardware and most of its (urniture; basically
all of its utilities are provided.'' What the
article failed to mention is that the ESL
classrooms in Woods Hall received air
conditioning for the first time in the
summer of 2002. From the time the program moved to Woods Hall. only three
classrooms were air-conditioned, but the
University generously provided box
fans {one of those "basic" utilities).
Now, us the previous article stated, ESL
"exists because it generates its own revenue from its own tuition ... (and the
University) does not cover operating
expenses, the payment for any of its
staff or teachers or any of the program
activities."
What the article fails to mention is
that according to the official ESI. budget, ESL is responsible for paying 50
percent of the salary for the pqsition of
director of the Institute for International
Studies (liS). We are fortunate to have a
conscientious director who is supportive
of the ESL program and does his best to
make prudent executive decisions concerning its budget. However, I believe
the director's salary should come out of
the University's budget as a service to
the ESL program, thus demonstrating
good faith to the ESL and providing for
its well-being. Instead, the cum:nt situation is such that ESL provides the salary
for a position from which the University
gets the lion's share of the benefit.
So, we have a win-lose situation here.
The University gets a subsidized international-student administrator who
J<eeps international students happy. and,
by proxy, the students' minimum
$10,000 tuition and fees keep rolling in
as well. Hmm. so we pay for an out.-iide
organization's "basic utilities. office
!.pace. communications (and) most of
the furniture," then we hold it responsible for paying an administrator's salary.
He takes care of international students
who attend our University; the happy
international students pay us a minimum
of $10.000 a pop; and we (the University) look like the good guy by not foreclosing immediately on the organization
(ESL) by being "willing to live with the
deficit for at least two to three years.''
This logic must sound good to someone.
but not to me.
To rnake things worse, in order to
"pull the progn.1m out of debt," the Uni·
11er~ity is putting ESL administrators
under pre~sure w make the difficult proposal of firing four of the program's
full-time teachers and replacmg them
with graduate teaching assistants and
part-time adjuncts. On paper. this decision seems wise. If the only objective is
to make the program profitable as ..oon
as possible. then releasing the full-time
faculty is a logical and reasonable decision.
Howl!ver, in reality. saving several
thousands of dollars by no longer having
to pay for full-time teachers is no salvation fur the program. When those teachers leave, a cumulative of over 40 years
of teuching expenence goes with them.
They are the teachers to whom students
who graduate from the program come
back. They are (J guess. no. they were)
the teachers referTed to by students who
call home and say to their friends, "If
you come to study at Murray State, I
know you're going to love the teachers

here." They will not be able to say the
same about T As and adjuncts because
their tenure is too transient. Because we
have "to make ends meet," and the University has so grdciously decided to
"live with that deficit for at least two or
three years," we will lose the integrity,
continuity and reputation of our program. I think things such as integrity,
continuity and reputation are worth
more than hundreds of thousands of dollars, but unfortunately the political
forces-that-be disagree.
Based on the principles of John Locke
and John Stuart Mill, I believe it is the
administration's job tO' mak.e decisions
that will result in the most amount of
good for the most number of students.
The administration may have good
rationales for not supporting the ESL
program. and I hope it expresses those
reasons in reburtal to this commentary.
But my impression is that the only persons who are receiving the greatest
amount of good are the ones controlling
University funds. Putting pressure on an
administrator to fire experienced. quality instructors for the sake of short-term
profit in no way benefits the studenLs
who are enrofled in the ESL program.
Allowing the quality of education at a
University to deteriorate in favor of balancing the books spits in the face of
everything a university should be.
If the ESL program collapses under
the weight of the contemporary political
atmosphere, no one wins in the long
tenn, neither the non-ESL University
students nor the University administration. Those American students from
regional states who make up Murray
State's hypc!rhomogenous student body
will suffer even more from an already
critical level of underexposure to the
outside world.
The University will lose an effective
feeder program to some of its more
bread-and-butter master's programs
such as the MBA. MT, TSM and
TESOL. lf the continuity. and thereby
the reputation, of the ESL program goes
down, resulting in lowered enrollment
and eventual ruin, then potential international students seeking their master's
will bypass MurTay State and tum to
other universities that are more committed to providing quality English preparation for successful completion of their
master's programs.
I think if the tables were tumed and
the major athletics programs suffered
the same financial difficulties, the story
would be different. The previously mentioned article would have been less condescending; the jeopardy of losing the
program would be considered more critical, and the measures to fix the difficulties more positive and active. The
administration would pull every string
available to help revive the program. So.
in light of this analogy. I simply think
that a University, which claims to be "a
very special place ... that prides itself on
... professors who have a keen interest in
international
issues"
(www.murraystate.edu/international.index.htm),
should put its money where its mouth is
and prove it is truly committed to the
diversity on campus that international
students in the ESL program bring.
Make the financial health of the ESL a
priority instead of an afterthought.
No organization on campus was more
heavily hit by the emotional and financial effect<; of Sept. II than the ESL pro·
gram. I do not apprl!ciate euphemistic
comments on "taking the kind of
chances that may prove fruitful in a bad
economy." or not having the resources
"to make a lot of investment decisions
right now."
Staff members in ESL know what it's
like to tighten their belts, imd I want the
administration to know we are doing our
part here in the trenches to keep its international-student feeder program alive.
The fact that Murray State's program is
still flourishing. despite numerous closings of ESL programs across the nation
supports this fact.
As you can tell, this is a strong issue
for me. I do not pretend to understand all
of the pressure that the University
administration is under to try to keep
over 9.000 students, thousands of alumni and hundreds of P<)liticians and policy-makers happy. I admit ESL has room
to grow in the way we use our resources,
but I feel that our resources should not
pay for a position that exists to benefit
the University. reduce our autonomy
and consume a large portion of our operating budget. I just feel that helping the
ESL program should be more of a financial priority for the University. I implore,.
the administration to consider that the
benetits of having a long-term, quaJity
and financially supported ESL program
far outweigh the consequences of the
curTent financial burden the program is
perceived to have caused.

Jeff Jenkins is a TESOL graduate teaching assistant from Radeliff.
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''To make
things worse,
in order to
'pull the program out of
debt,' the
University is
putting ESL
administrators
under pressure to make
the difficult
proposal of
firing four of
the program's
full-time
teachers and
replacing
them with
graduate
teaching
assistants and
part-time
adjuncts. On
paper, this
decision
seems wise. If
the only
objective is to
make the program profitable as soon
as possible,
then releasing
the full-time
faculty is a
logical and
reasonable
decision."
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Requirement changes to aid in recruitment
by Marci Owen
news editor
University officials are hopeful that
recent changes to freshmen admission
requiremenb by the Board of Regents will
help recruitment efforts.
Jim Vaughn, assistant vice president for
enrollment management, said he heard
from several people that the current admissions ~.:ategories - baccalaureate, pre-baccalaureate and community college - are
often confusing.
"It was hard for students and parents. and
even some guidance counselors, to really
understand the admissions standards."
Vaughn said. "We've taken a very hard
look ut the impact this is going to have on

access and marketability hy having admisl>ion standard-; that are going be easy for
people to understand and for us to communicate."
The new categories of "admiueJ,"
"admitted with conditions" and "admiued
with restricti6ns.... effective in the summer
of 2003, give admissions officials more
flextbility by allowing l>!Udcnts more
options, Vaughn ~aid.
The admitted category rcquir~s students
to take a pre-college curriculum. rank in
the top hall' of their class or have a 3.0
grade-point average. In addition, students
in this category must have an ACT composite of 18 The additional option of the
3.0 grade-point average was something not
included in the current standards.

"If anything, we have moved a few of the
students \\hl• had htgh ACT scores mto the
category that they truly fit,'' Mary Smith,
director of Admisstons Services, said. "In
the past, if they didn't have the class rank
... they were placed in a restricted catego-

uates. Also limited to 16 credit hours per
semester, they must complete an eight-hour
block of requ1red classes and be recommended by the director of the community
college before moving up in status.
Smith said the wording of the requirements, often confusing, was what admissions staff sought to improve.
"
"The way they are admitted. admitted
with restrictions and admitted with conditiorts is n little bit less unfriendly to tht;rn
and also explains a little bit better the
restrictions and what they have to do to
progress to the next level once they're
enrolled." she said.
Jace Rabe, Student Government Association president and student regent. said he
sees the change not only as good for

ry ..

Stutlcnts admitted with conditions must
(;ompll:te the pre-college curriculum and
meet at least one of the three other requirements. Limited to 16 credit hours per
semester, these students must pas~ English
I 0 I and a freshmen-orientation class by
sophomore year. •
Students udrniued with restrictions, considered students of the Murray State community-college system. fail to meet any of
the listed criteria but are high-school grad·

recruitment. but good for students as well .
"The students who might not in the past
have qualilied fur admission (now will),"
Robe said . "Every student deserves a
chance to go to school. Now, more students
are going to have that chance."
Rabe said the altered requirements
reflect the fact that simply because a pe~on
does not do that well in high school does
not mean they should not be given the
opportunity to succeed in college.
"I don't buy it at ull when you look at
ACT score and GPA in high school and say
that's rhe determining factor," Rube said.
"That's a prediction of what you might do
in college, but by no means should (they)
say. 'Well. he is college material, and he
needs to go pump gas."'

New program encourages community service
by Tim Siniard
staff writ~;r
A new program at Murray State
will enable Mudents to combine their
college studies with community service.
The Service-Learning Scholar
program, funded by a grant from the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation. is
designed as a structured process for
students that will help prepare students for more than just a career.
Benefits of the program include
student development, community
enrichment and research.
According to the American
Humanics program at Murray State,

the goal of the program is to
"encourage !!tudents to select cours e' that provide service-learning
opportuntttes by allowing students
to earn Service-Learning Scholar
del>ignation upon completion of I 2
hours ol approved service-learning
classes Students who participate
will be designated Service-Learning
Scholars at graduation and on their
transcripts."
Jamie Wilson, senior from
Carlisle County, said the program
allowed her to incorporate her col·
lege study into practice. Wilson vol·
unteered at Carlisle County Elementary School and the YMCA, where
she worked with children with

behavior-control problems.
"They were acting up because
they could not control things in their
life," Wilson said. "I wanted to help
them feel good about themselves."
Wilson said she found a way to
help lhe children change their
behavior.
"We visited a senior-citizen,., center nearby and performed skits and
sang songs about helping eal:h
other," Wi lson 'said.
Wilson said ~he saw dramatic
changes in the children's behavior
after the visit to the senior-citizens
center.
••Jt made them (the children) feel
good," Wilson said. 'They were able

to use their energy in a positive
way."
Wilson said her work with the
children empowered her, and she
was grateful for the opportunity to
help and influence the children. She
stressed that service-learning has
been an important factor in her college career.
James Broughton, professor and
chairman of Wellness and Therapy
Services, said the service-learning
program provides students with the
opportunity to le~tm strategies for
situuttons they may never have
encountered
"The bigges1 advantage is, we can
give back to the community,"

Broughton said. wfhe students will
benefit more than we will ever
know. They come back to class with
tons of questions from their experiences."
Broughton said he discovered that
his students involved in the program
attend class more often because they
see a connection between their studies and community service.
The W. K. Kellogg Foundation. a
philanthropic organiLation dedicated
to promoting community service.
awarded $52.000 last year to Murray
State to fund the program and invited the University to apply for an
additional grant of $100,000.
Robert F. Long, vice president of

the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, said
the success of the program at Murray State has a ripple effect that is
improving the community around it ,
"I see hope and optimism in the
community because of what you are
doing," Long said.
Long said the service-lenrni ng
program helps to build communitie~
through people.
·•service-learning is a real oppor·
tunity to apply \\hat student~ have
learned,·• Long said.
Murray State faculty are invited to
participate in the program and may
attend a workshop from 3 to 4:30
p.m. Oct. 23. For more information,
contact Roger Weiss at 762-3808.
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''GIFT & SCRAPBOOK PATCH"

COLLECTABLES • QUILTED KEEPERS BAGS & PURSES
• BOYDSBEARS • CLAIRE BURKE fRAGRANCES
• PLUSH ANIMALS• PERSONALIZED STATIONARY
• SPORTS AND SORORITY ITEMS• CAMILLE BECKMAN
• LEANIN TREE GREETING CARDS• DECORATIVE flAGS
llllso -*..-r.
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ManY of vour favoriteclassics & new releases!
• OVer 3 ..000 DUDs In stockl
• New arrivals weeklY.
14 N. 12th Sf. flCPeM~Sbai91nfCeoterl 153·1610

"Plus Scrapbooklnt Classes&. Crops"
416 Main Street • l))-88S9 • ~mall: wlldrasp@murray-ky.net

ARE YOU PLANNING TO ADD
A 2ND HALF-SEMESTER COURSE?

MIDTERM GRADES WILL BE AVAILABLE
ON THE PIN SYSTEM TUESDAY, OCTOBER· lOTH.

REGISTRATION FOR 2ND HALF-SEMESTER
COURSES BEGINS AT 7:30 A.M., MONDAY,
OCIOBER 7m

GRADES ARE ONLY POSTED FOR
UNDERGRADUATES, FRESHMEN -SENIORS

1ST FLOOR, SPARKS HALL, REGISTRATION OFFICE.
COME IN PERSON WITH A PHOTO ID!

Go TO WWW.MURRAYSTATE.EDU
CUCK ·ON PIN

COME EARLY,
CLASSES FILL UP FAST!!
.
.

'

2ND

HALF-SEMESTER COURSES BEGIN MONDAY,
OCIOBER 14TH,
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

SEE YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE FOR SPECIFIC
BEGINNING DATES.
DON'T HAVE A COPY? VISIT THE PIN AT
WWW.MURRAYSTATE.EDU

IS YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE CORRECT?
IF NOT, CONTAcT THE REGISTRATION
OFFICE IMMEDIATELY AT 762-2394
(TO HAVE YOUR PIN RESET, VISIT THE
REGISTRATION OFFICE, 1ST FLOOR,
SPARKS HALL WITH YOUR PHOTO ID.

.

DON'T DROP BELOW FULL-TIME
UNTIL YOU GEf A COURSE ADDEn ~·:~·:

"~r,·r cAUTION:

~~ *MIDTERM

GRADES ARE NOT HELD FOR AN
ACCOUNT BALANCE"~c ,t:
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IFC judicial board addresses Rush charges
by Adam L Mathis
staff writer
Charges against Sigma Chi were
discussed last week at an Interfraternity Council judicial board meeting.
Alpha Sigma Phi charged Sigma
Chi with Rush violations consisting of
having an open alcohol container at a
function, slandering Alpha Sigma Phi,
holding members at a Rush function
and giving bids to pre-baccalaureate
students.
IFC judicial board dealt with three

of the previous charges: accepting brebaccalaureate students, slander and
serving alcohol at a function during
Rush, said C. Ryan Shelton, Sigma Phi
Epsilon judicial board delegate.
On the incident of giving bids to prebaccalaureate students, the charge was
dismissed by the judicial b9ard. said
Shellon.
Grubbs said Sigma Chi did not violate lFC constitution.
"The lFC constitution states that it is
iUegal to accept pre-baccalaureate students," Grubbs said. "It's not illegal to

give them bids. You can't accept them
formally, but you can give them bids."
Ponder said Sigma Chi could not be
prosecuted because of the wording of
the charge.
"Every (judicial board) member
knew that Sigma Chi was guilty of
accepting pre-baccalaureates," Ponder
said. "The Universjty knew that Sigma
Chi was guilty of accepting pre-baccalaureates."
The charge of holding rushees at a
Sigma Chi function was not addressed
at the j udicial board, said Shelton.

'Those charges were not presented
before the j-board," Shelton said.
Ponder said the charge of holding
rushees was not mentioned because the
executive council agreed to take
action.
"We (Alpha Sigma Phi) didn't have
anything binding on that at all. so the
executive council said that they would
take care of it," Ponder said.
The charge of a Sigma Chi member
making slanderous comments about
Alpha Sigma Phi was dropped because
of a lack of evidence, Grubbs said.

ESL program cuts faculty
By Taylor Marie Ewing
assistant news editor

As a means of pulling itself out of debt,
Murray State's English as a Second Language program has let go four of its fu lltime faculty members.
Institute for International Studies Director Michael Basile said while the University pays for ESL's accommodations and
utilities, the progrdlll itself is responsible
for paying for its staff.
University Provost Gary Brockway said
ESL's current budget has a high proportion of fixed costs mainly in the form of
faculty and staff salaries.
"When revenues declined due to lower
enrollments, a deficit occurred. Reasons
for declining enrollments were. for the
most pan, beyond the control of the University," Brockway said. "A reduction in
fixed costs, primarily salaries, in the program is necessary in the future to deal witJ1
variable enrollments."
Basile said although the administration
was reluctant to cut four of its faculty
members, the ESL program would never

have been able to pull itself out of debt
under the previous staff configuration.
"We didn't see how the program could
survive without doing what we did,"
Basile said. "I did not see an alternative
given our obligation to pay what is owed
to the University."
Basile said a reduction in the amount of
aid the University receives from the state
was a contributing factor to the release of
the professors.
"I think at some point (the University) is
going to have to consider the level of support it gives (ESL)," Basile said. "But
right now it's at a point where they can't
do that without taking away from other
degree pro~ms."
Basile said in order to compensate for
the smaller staff, remaining ESL faculty
will have to take on a heavier work load.
''We're not hiring an admissions clerk;
that job is remaining vacant," Basile said.
"We've doubled up on other staff responsibilities, like bigger teaching loads and
the responsibilities of admissions clerk.''
Basile said Teaching English as a Second Language graduates, teaching assis-

tants and adjunct teachers wiD continue to
work in the program.
Basile said adjunct teachers are used in
every departmenL He said they are paid
for each course they teach without benefits.
"(The released professors) will have priority consideration to teach as adjuncts,"
Basile said. "But benefits make up about a
third of a full-time salary, and I understand
it's very bard for them to come back under
those circumstances."
Basile said allhough the personnel cuts
were necessary, he hopes once ESL is out
of debt, the program will be able to reinstate a full-time staff.
Brockway said despite the personnel
cuts, he thinks the program will continue
to be able to provide its students a valuable
service.
"The most important ingredient is to
offer quality instruction that ensures the
students will acquire sufficient English
language skills to achieve desired TOFEL
scores," Brockway said. "We will continue to offer quality instruction in the ESL
program at Murray State."

I t ' s Ba..c:k.!
Wedne!iday
Spaghetti !ipecial
1.99

s

- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- -- $1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch &Dinner - 11 a.m. · 9 p.m.
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

Pn{lliaii Pizza

753-2975

"I am not sure why they (Alpha
Sigma Phi) dropped the charges ... but
my feeling toward it is there wasn't
any evidence," Grubbs said.
Ponder said Alpha Sigma Phi did
not feel the judicial board would rule
favorably.
"Alpha Sigma Phi realized· that the
judicial board probably was not going
to rule in our favor simply because we
were unable to bring any primary witnesses forward," Ponder said.
On the charge of serving alcohol,
Shelton said Sigma Chi was found not

guilty because of lack of evidence.
Grubbs said the process went well
but could have been avoided.
"This isn't really a matter for IFC; if
Alpha Sigma Phi had approached
Sigma Chi, this could have been
resolved," Grubbs said.
Ponder said Alpha Sigma Phi follows fFC rules but is unsure why.
Said Ponder: "However, Alpha
Sigma Phi is beginning to wonder
exactly why we do foUow the laws of
£FC because there appears to be no
consequences in breaking them."

Officials use technology fund
to prevent unlicensed software
by Adam L MathJs
staff writer
Murray State signed an agreement with
Microsoft granting the University the right to use
its software on all computers.
The amount of purchased software depended
on the full-time equivalents (number of faculty
and stafJ). said Janice Thomasson, chief information officer.
''The agreement allows us to load MS Office
Pro (including Microsoft Word. Access, Excel,
PowerPoint, FrontPage, Publisher and Core CAL)
on any University-owned computer (PC or Macintosh)," said Thomasson.
Murray State entered into the agreement
because illegal copies of Microsoft software existed on University computers, Thomasson said.
"An internal pre-audit indicated that while
many University-owned computers had legal
copies of Microsoft products, others either did not
have legal licenses, or those licenses had been
misplaced by their owners,'' Thomasson said.
'Thus, the most prudent approach to guaranteeing

all MSU-owned computers were legal was to
negotiate a (license) campus-wide for aU of its
computers."
Murray State spent $65,000 for one year of
licensing of the software, Thomasson said.
'This was a very competitive price; at my la<>t
employer ... I spent $85,000 for a very similar
annual agreement, so we were fortunate to
achieve such a good price structure at Murray
State," Thomasson said.
Tom Denton, vice presideru of Finance and
Administrative Services, said a portion of the
money came from the student technology fund in
an "equitable manner.''
"It was prorated based on the number of student
computers m the labs,'' Denton said.
Jace Rabe, Student Government Association
president, said the withdrawal was justified to
maintain current technological status.
Said Rabe: "I don't necessarily like it being
taken out of the technology fund, because I would
like to ~~ee that money in the technology fund used
for advancement, but on the same token, we do
need these progr-cUilS.''
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Understand the World
FOR AS LITILE AS 35 CENTS A DAY
(That's more than 50% off the regular price!)
The New York Times Electro"ic Edition
An exact digital replica of the printed paper
• Do keyword searches on any subject
• Stay on top of the world, the nation, the arts, jobs,
business, sports and more
• Move through pages, sections, skim headlines, zoom in
• Easy and conven ient: download as early as 4:30 a.m. LT.,
read offline whenever, wherever you want
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this \veek
• friday
•Fall Production
"Our Town,'' 7 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Adults, $10;
MSU faculty and
staff, $7; students
receive free admission with valid Racercant
•Cinema
International
"Underground," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Friday Night Live
Tera Leigh Cobble
(acoustic/soul),
9
p.m., Curris Center
Stables. free admission.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant college Ufe editor. Erin Richards
phone: 762-4480

wa

Trendy sneakers
retrace old tracks
by Erin Richards

•saturday
•Soccer - Pick-up
soccer,
1 p.m.,
Hamilton field.
•Fall Production
"Our Town," 7 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Adults, $10;
MSU faculty and
staff, $7; students
receive free admission with valid Racercard.
•Cinema International - "Under- ·
ground," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Saturday
Night
Live - Murr-Vegas
Allstars (classic rock,
rhythm and blues,
Motown), 9 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.
Free admission.

assi!;tant college life editor
With so many current fashions derived from
styles popular decades ago - bell-bottoms, capri
pants, peasant hippie blouses - it is no surprise
that retro-wear is once again
going to the feet.
Platform shoes may
still be popular, but
current shoe sales
prove college students are seeking less
precarious footwear
for faJl in the form of
shoes that look like they
were stolen off the Brat Pack:' s
feet. Dubbed "old-school sneak:ers," these shoes imitate the sim-

:_mond:fy
•Lecture - "Challenges Using Current
Telecommunications
in a Milltary Context:
Experiences
in
Afghanistan," 7 p.m.,
Freed Curd Auditorium.

•tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Teach-in - "lraq:
History and Politics,"
7 p.m., Freed Curd
Auditorium.
•Discussion - "Looking at Iraq: Alternating Perspectives," 8
p.m., Freed Curd
Auditorium.

just another

H

•SGA- Student Government Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.

•Bonfire - Residential College Assoctation
Homecoming
Bonfire, 7 p.m., field
behind Springer College.
•Recreation - Skating party, 10 p.m.,
Circus Skate. Sponsored by SGA/CAB.

In an ero where manufacturing quality running but not as puffy.
shoes is more technological than ever, young peo"My Rod Lavers nrc my hacky-sack shoes
ple are walking past the flru;hy. ultra-supportive, because you can alter the toe box and make it
air-cushioned New Balances and Reeboks with more square," he said. "Plus, they have a really
nice look."
zippers that cover the laces to instead
pick up a plain pair of bowling sneakRayburn said he thinks the
ers, primitive. llat Nikes with a simple
influence of modem punk-band
red swoosh or Converse low tops.
music is panly re.'ponsible
Aaron Rayburn, freshman from
for the growing
Puryear, Tenn., rarely wears anything
interest in nonflamelse. Rayburn said he traverses camboyant.
basic
pus in a pair of beat-up Converse low
sneakers. Ra)'bum
tops and has worn the soles of his
noted that Limp
The
year-old red "Chucks" so smooth
Bi1.kit band members
can often be seen jumpthat on a well-polished floor, he can
Trendy
run and slide as if he were wearing ·around stage. or running nround in their
ing only socks. The skateboard and music videos wearing Adit.lus Superstars: a simhacky-sack enthusiast swears the ple. white, flat )Deak~r with a toe c~p and lhe three
blowout above his left toes provides trudemark Adidas stripes on the side.
"Music rcnlly influcm.:es people's styles,'' Ray"good air conditioning" and that when
you rip out the shoes' supportive heel bum said. "Some people wear (certain sneakers)
cap, the sneakers feel like house slip- because trendy punk-rock band members wear
them. It's n formula: You die your hair some weird
pers.
color,
buy some tight bluejeans, a thrift-store shirt
"Once you break them in, they're the best shoes
and a pair of Chucks - instant punk."
ever,'' Rayburn said.
Although Sl) le. may be at the top of a shoe shopAlthough he bas a new pair of Converse shoes
per's
list, the comfort and nffordability of oldwaiting to be broken in at home, Rayburn sull
school
sneakers appeal to college students as well.
wears the scarred predecessors. He pointed out the
blemishes on his shoes like a traveler recalling freshman Jennie Gholson from Paducah bought a
pair of blue rctro sneakers a few
experiences from a photo album.
weeks ago at Payless Shoes in
'"These are like battle wounds,.. RayClarksville.
bum said as he twisted his foot up Lo get
' 'I got out of wearing sandals
a closer look at the rips and marks.
and realized 1 needed some"'fhis rip I got in a mosh pit.
thing for the fall,'' Gholson
This (be pointo; to where his
said. "Since. I'm not doing
toes and the blade of his left
athletics, these shoes arc more
foot are visible) is from
for style; plus, they were
where I had fun skating. This
cheap."
is where my friend signed his
Gholson also said she
name. I tarred a roof in these
liked her sneakers because
shoes. too- here's the stain."
they were comfortable
Rayburn also owns a pair of
enough to walk across camAdidas Rod Lavers. an older
pus in - a characteristic
shoe styled in the spirit of the successful Aus- rnunufacrurers will most likely never be able to
tralian tennis player who won II Grand Slam sin- implement in platform ~andals and spike-heeled
gles titles in the 1960s. Rayburn said they arc like boots. Luckily, the bell-bottoms and hippie shirts
a flat tennis shoe that looks similar to a skate shoe, go just as well with the sneakers.

contributing writer
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Forget about all those
mainstream restaurants.
Murray is home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This new series will explore
some eateries you may not
have previously included on
your dining agenda - places
you can't find anywhere but
in good 'ol Murray, Ky.
Check 'em out.
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by Kristen Watson

in the wall

21

•wednesday

pier, more basic sport styles popular in the 1980s
and late '70s.
At N & N Shoes in Paducah, Converse. or
"Chuck Taylors," high tops and low tops line the
racks as department stores send their surplus supplies to the discount outlet
"Young people like the old-style Converse with
the flat soles rather than the wedge sole," said
Pamela Neely, owner of N & N Shoes. ''They also
like the subdued colors of the old ones, like navy,
black and especially gold,
which was one of the orig- The Bowler
inaJ colors."
Neely also said
she has noticed a l·lll~,~
growing interest in
the older styles of
New Balance running shoes. The
shoes are so nondescript that Neely could
not remember the exact
model number, but she
de.~bed them as having a
flatter sole (without the curvature of the brand's
modem running shoes) with a solid line running
along the bottom. They are plain gray with a much
bigger trademark "N" on the side and, in Neely's
opinion, downright hideous.
"They are the ugliest things I've ever seen, and
I sell every pair I get in," Neely said.
With popularity of sneakers that look like oldfashioned bowling shoes, ugliness may be in the
eye of the beholder. A few years ago, people
would not think of wearing bowling shoes
outside the alley, but now. the flat shoes
with white stitching and gummy soles are
a popular item at Shoe Sensation in Murray, said
manager Ginger Darnell.
"We're stocking four different styles of men's
bowling shoes, and we've seen a definite
increase in sales lately," said Darnell, who
also noted the store's Converse sneakers are
high-sellers. "These shoes aren't really
being used anymore for what they were
designed for (bowling and basketball). It's
more of a style thing."
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Campus Cafe offers eclectic international cuisine,
American favorites, large servings, reasonable prices ·

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m..
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Fall Production
"Our Town" matinee,
2:30 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson
Theatre.
Adults. $10; MSU
faculty and staff, $7;
students receive free
admission with valid
Racercard.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
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Fine dining at fast-food prices can be found at the new Campus Cafe,
located on Chestnut Street in Dixieland Shopping Center, across from
Bradley Book Store. Open since Sept. 14, the restaurnnt offers a wide
variety of focxl.
From the "breakfast feast" at a price of $3.25 to juicy steaks from
other countries, the cafe bas something for everyone's tastes.
4: absolutely loved the breakfast fca,t." Raegan Campbell, senior
from El Dorado, Ill., said. "It was so delicious; l was shocked at how
cheap quality food could be."
The Campus Cafe began its journey last April, when Nature's Bounty health-focxl restaurant closed. Renovations to that space included constructing an entire kitchen and modemi1Jng the facilities. The restrOOm
was remodeled for additional space and handicap ;tccessibility.
"People thc;lught (the Campus que) was just a coffee shop," Roger
Mayanja, chef, said.
However. that notion is far from the truth. Mayanja, originally from
East Africa. became a certified chef through education and training at
Western Kentucky Technical School. To ensure unique, quality food. he
cooks all day long, 6 am. to 8 p.m., Monday lhrough Saturday. Oc:spite
the rigorous schedule, Mayanja said he loves every second of cooking.
"It has been my dream (since 1 was) a kid," MayanJa said. "We have
a unique way of cooking and serving food. My goal is to cook good,
quality food and hand-make everything.''
Mayanja said he spares no time or expense when it comes lo his speciality cooking talents. He will take anywhere from five to I0 minutes
to cook and prepare a sandwich for a customer. The end result may be
worth the wait: Many customers have complimented the dishes and services.
'1t was delicious,'' Pat Herndon, biannual Murray visitor from Utah.
said. "My daughter-in-law loves it, too. She recommended (Campus
Cafe) to me."
·
In addition, Herndon said she was impressed by the chef himself.
"Everyone I have talked to has been very impressed," she said.
Different cuisines mix with ease at the new restaurant Customers can
choose from American, European, Mexican and some Japanese dishes.
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Campus Cafe owner Roger Mayanja cleans the grill
before preparing more lunch entrees for customers.
All international cuisine includes ~oup, small salad. haked potato, garlic
mashed potatoes or rice nild sauteed vegetables. The most popular
entree ar the present time is the monte crito, 11 sandwich of Californian
origin prepared in Mayanja's own special manner.
Mayanja said he believes in quality cooking and serving with a dash
of uniqueness. He takes his time with his pasta, creating his own distinct
sauces. In addition. certain items on the menu change every month.
"I was surprised with the raste of my lemon pepper chicken and rice,"
Kyle Lacefield. senior from Caneyville, said. "It wa'i better than 1
expected. Overall, (the Campus Cafe) wa-. a frienJiy environment that
makes you want to come back for more."
Mayanja, who sait.l he feels at home in Murray, encourages everyone
to stop by lhe restaurant.
"I want to make everyone happy," he said. "We are ~erving and welcoming everyone."
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•music

contrihuting writer

3. Avril I.avigne- "Let's Go"
4. Nelly - "Nellyville"
5. Eminem- ''The Eminem
Show"
Source: Associalcd Press

•movies
1. Sweet Home Alabama
Starring Reese Witherspoon
2. Tbe Thxedo
Starring Jackie Chan and Jennifer Love Hewitt
3. Barbershop
Starring Ice Cube
4. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone
Starring Sw;an Sarandon and
Goldie Hawn
Source: Associated Press

1. Nicholas Sparks - "Nights
in Rodanthe''
2. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"
3. Janet Evanovicb - "Full
House"
4. Anna Quindlen- "Blessings"
5. Thomas Harris - "Red
Dragon''
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.archive.org
Ever wonder what Yahoo.com or
Amazon.com looked like when
they started up years ago'? The
Wayback machine has archived
almost every Web site that has
ever been online si nee 1996 in an
''Internet libmry'' that allows you
to browse through an entire
archive of outdated cyberpagcs.

....
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It is the only place where tight
biker shorts and loafers are an
accepted combination; brown
bells and black shoes are considered a fashion statement; and the
messiest hair reigns supreme.
No. it is not the average donn
room at 7 a.m. after a long night:
it is the Tacky Fashion Show
hosted by the Black Student
Council.
Invented by Lauren Horton,
Black Student Council member.
the Tacky Fashion Show is
returning as a source of entertainment for Murray State students

for its second-consecutive year.
It will be held in the Winslow
Commons area at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
"The Tacky Fashion Show is a
program we do to have fun and
get the campus involved," Candace Jeffries. president of the
Black Student Council, said.
For those not familiar with the
Tacky Fashion Show, it is similar
to any fashion show, e11cept the
tackier the ensemble, the better.
Participants will strut their stuff
on a makeshift runway to upbeat
tunes. and the winner will be
decided by audience applause.
Last year's winner, Maurice
Crump, took home the grand

prize for sporting the tackiest
outfit. His ensemble consisted of
a sports coat, spande11 shorts and
an air freshener draped around
his neck.
As chair of the Fun Activities
and Fund-Raising Board for the
Black Student Council, Courtney
Wilson has been working to
make sure the fashion show is a
success and draws a large number of spectators.
"The main purpose of the
Tacky Fashion Show is to get
people to come out and have a
good time as Homecoming
approaches," Wilson said.
This year, a grand prize will be
given away to the person who

- - - - - - - - - - - -[CD Review

oa_re;

goes out of his or her way to be
the tackiest model gracing lhe
Winslow Commons area. If the
prize is not enough of an incentive to gel participants. the
applause might be. It is not every
day students can e11change judgmental glares for applause when
looking like they just rolled out
of bed and threw on the first
pieces of clothing on the floor.
Tara Pruitt, Black Student .
Council member, said she has
faith in the program.
"The Tacky Fashion Show was
an innovative idea," Pruitt said.
"It is something that will hopefully continue to be a tradition
for the Black Student Council."

1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Melancholy vocals drive Beck album
by Michael Driver

5. The Danger Sisters

CqQ_'G_

Fashion show higblights 'Tacky' styles
by Vannessa Higgins

1. Disturbed - "Believe''
2. Dixie Chicks- "Home''

9

staff writer
Beck is sad, and he thought he would share it
with the world.
Titcre if> no funky techno on "Sea Change,"
Beck's eighth album. nor any of the almost-butnot-quite rap, such as "Loser." "Devil' s Haircut"
and "New Pollution," for which Beck has
become famous.
The album is melancholy. focused and bears
almost no resemblance to anything that has
come to be expected from Beck, with the eJ~cep
tion that the album is still great.
"Sea Change" is an album of songs driven by
Beck's vocals, something new for a man that is
best known for progressing songs with keyboards, distorted guitars and beat machines. The
music in the background of "Sea Change" is
incidental and exist~ only to highlight the
singing.
The song structures are well-formed and unifonnly slow. Th<~t pacing may turn some off to
the music. but the consistency is understandable
since most of the songs were written within a
two-day period following Beck's breakup with
his girlfriend of eight years. Looking past the
lack of any tempo change, "Sea Change" is
focused in a way few albums are, without boring
the listener.
Listeners in search of ear-catching melodies
and poppy hooks are better off searching elsewhere. The music behind Beck's solemn vocals,
masterminded by Radiobead producer Nigel
Godrich, is solid.
"Sea Change" pro\o·es Beck's lyrical prowess

www.amazon.com
extends beyond satisfying the mainstream.
Pleasant guitars, the occasional out-of-left-field
sound that somehow fits in beautifully with the
rest of the song (a technique Godrich commonly
uses) and low-key percussion round out the
album.
The only particularly weak song on the album
comes early. "Paper Tiger.'' the second track,
sounds like a lounge act gone awry. Beck's
vocals resonate slightly offbeat, and even though
it seems intentional, the effect is better done
elsewhere.
The rest of the album is good a1 w<Qt and
inspired at best. "Already Dead,'' one of the best
songs on the album, is easy to listen to and features a powerful guitar arpeggio.
No other song stands out from the rest because
only the discerning ear will catch the subt1e but

significant differences between the songs.
A true dissection of the music, however.
reveals that even though the heart of the songs
may be somewhere in a gutter with a bottle. the
cautiously laid layers of bent guitar strings,
minor keys and backup vocals make each song
its own masterpiece.
Beck's vocals are both a weakness and a saving grace on "Sea Change." He does not have
the Jnost melodious voice, and it sounds raw
now that it is in the forefront.
However. "Sea Change" is not the most melodious album. The raw power and conviction
with which Beck presents his songs make "Sea
Change" a believable tale of loss and despair
instead of a manufactured change of pace.
The theme of loss and failure, something to
which most people can relate, makes the album
every bit as relevant as "Loser'' was to a generation of adolescents who felt shut out of society.
"Sea Change" is Beck's most powerful work
to date. It may lack the fun that made previous
albums "Mellow Gold" and "Odelay" so great,
but its raw emotion and sense of solidity set it
apart from its predecessors.
A great album, but short on variety, "Sea
Change" will not be received well by everyone,
but Beck's sadder albums never have been. This
one deserves to be different, though.
One of the best rainy-day albums available,
"Sea Olange" has emotional presence. lyrical
precision, a slow pace and a tear for anyone who
has ever lost anything or anyone, and that is
what m~ it great.

r
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road trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need .
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Hazel - Head south of town Saturday for the annual Hazel Day Celebration. Events will include horseand-buggy rides, old cars, antiques,
cakewalks and an auction. Admission is free to the public. For more
infonnation,phone(270)492-8175.

•t hour drive
Paducah - Soap opera fans will not
want to miss the play "Words of
Love" Saturday night at the Paducah
Community College Fine Arts Theatre. The play stars James Reynolds
and Valerie Wildman from NBC's
"Days of Our Lives." Tickets are
$20 for adults and $15 for student<;.
For more infonnation, phone (270)
415-1955.

•2 hour drive
Nasbville - Catch the "Sweet Emotion" tonight at the AmSouth Ampitheatre as Aerosmith takes the
stage. The band behind songs such
as "Dude (Looks Like a Lady),"
"Cryin"' and "Love in an Elevator," Aerosmith will play at 7 p.m.
Tickets range from $35 to $75 and
can be ordered by phoning (615)
255-9600.

• 3 hour drive
MempbJs- Check out a host of hiphop artists Saturday night as part of
the Grey Goose Music Tour. Featured in the show will be Bone
Thugs-N-Hannony, along with Lit'
John and the Eastside Boys. Eight
Ball and MJG and Lady May. The
groups will appear at Denim & Diamonds at 10 p.m. For ticket informaa.en. phone (901) 36.>3633.
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Potential war prompts debate
by Adam L. Mathis
staff writ<'r
The advantages and disadvantages of a war
with Iraq were discussed in a debate arranged
by Elizabeth College on Sept. 26.
History professor Joseph Fuhrmann presented arguments for a military invru.ion of
Iraq.
"The object of this attack is to be to topple
Saddam Hussein. to open up Iraq and to permit a rebuilding of that country." Fuhrmann
said.
Levi Burkett, senior from luka. lll., presented arguments against a military invasion.
"Such an invasion is against the interest of
the United States, and I think this attack is
unmerited and unwarranted," Burkett said.
"There is simply no reason that we should be

in Iraq for the purposes of waging war."
In order to handle the situation, Fuhrmann
said the United States must have a definite
plan of attack that. at minimum. needs to
destroy Hussein's weapons of mass destruction ami, at maximum. result in a coup.
''I actually do hope war can lx avoided, but
I think the only way war can be avoided is if
the United States be willing to tight, in fact,
more than willing to fight ," ruhmlann said.
"We must have a definite <lltack timetable.
and if we do that, I suspect we will have our
way."
Burkett satd Jmq is not a threat to the Unit·
ed States because if it launched an attack. the
attack would result in its own destruction.
"There is no reason at all that Saddam Hussein would attack the United States or its
allies," Burkett said.

Fuhrmann said while he believes the United
States may have allies if an invasion does
occur, no allies may be a more favorable alternative.
"'Not having a11ies might be better for our
long-range goals. which again I say are to
rebuild Iraq along lines satisfactory to the
United States," Fuhrmann said. "Without
allies, the United States will be able to rebuild
Iraq with the help of the Iraqis - that's very
important - and without interference from
other countries. That might also be important.''
Burkett said our current allies, such as
Israel, do have reservations about America
entering into a war with Iraq.
"Many of these nations (America's allies)
have just as much reason to be there, indeed
more reason than we do. and yet they are call-

ing against the war,'' Burkett said.
Fuhrmann also said Hussein is building
weapons (chemical, bacteriological and
attempting nuclear) for which he has no need
since most of his neighbors are weak in comparison with Iraq.
•
"These are not missiles pointed at the Unit·
ed States. but they are missiles pointed at our
allies." Fuhrmann said.
War with Iraq, Burkett said, can be avoided
if other means are employed and U.S. intelligence can determine if weapons are being
built.
"My point is that we have a diplomatic way
out of this," Burkett said. "We can see if his
regime has weapons; we can see if they are
being buill, if they are being maintained and
where they are pointing for that matter."
Fuhrmann said that waiting may only result

KEELHAUL

in a disaster that will warrant a response.
"Some people say there is no imminent
danger," Fuhrmann said. "Well, my only
response to that is. do you want to wait until
the danger is imminentT'
Catherine Nyinyi, sophomore from Nairobi,
Kenya. said the discussion provided students
with an opportunity for "enlightenment."
. "It gives people an idea of what people
think and gives people an opportunity to air
their views. whether we agree or disagree,"
Nyinyi said.
Bassarn Sayyad, graduate student from
Palestine, said he thought Fuhrmann's view
was not appropriate for someone of his position.
"Well, l think the whole discussion is like
one point of view,'' Sayyad said. "There is no
balance."

Chris Schweizer

PROFESSOR HOBO
THIS WEEK I WAS PUT IN CHARGE OF
DRAWING A COMIC THAT WOULD BE
COMPLETELY INOFFENSIVE.

WWW..PROF'EUORHOBO.COII
r-----------------------------------------------------~
WOE ~AWN AS CIRCtES, BECAUSE NO ONE

IS OFFENt>Et> BY CIRCLES. CARTOON CATS,
EVIL GERMAN CLOWNS, SINISTER UNIVER·
SITY ~ESIDENTS, ALCOHOLIC PROFESSOR.S,
ANO NAZI·LIICE CAMPUS SECURITY STAFf
MEMBER.S MIGHT 8E TAICEN AS OFFENSIVE.
THATS CORRECT. WE WERE GOING ro
HAVE FACES, BUT IT WAS THOUGHT
THAT COVlD BE OFFENSIVE DEPENDING
ON WHAT CHARACTERISTICS WE WERE
GIVEN SOME STUDENTS MIGHT NOT
HAVE NOSES.

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

~----------------------------------------------------~
AS CIRa.ES, WE ARE COMPLETELY UNREPRE·

SENTATIVE Of A"m RACE, RELIGION, OR
NATIONALITY. WE AAE COMPLETELY
STERILE AND UNFUI'oNY--BECAUSE HUMOR
IS OFFENSIVE.
THArS RIGHT.
NO ONE CAN ACCUSE US OF AEPAESENT·
lNG AFRICAN· AMERICANS, NATIVE AMER·
ICANS. ARAB AMERICANS, ASIAN AMER·
ICANS, CANADIAN AMERICANS, EASTERN·
EUROPEAN AMERICANS, I)RUNkEN IRISH
AMERICANS, MAFIA-TIED·ITAWN AMER·
ICANS, RIGHT-WING CONSERVATIVE
FRUITCAICE AMERICANS, HETEROSEXUAL
AMERICANS, HOMOSEXUAL AMERICANS,
BESTIALITY AMERICANS, NINJA AMER·
ICANS, DISABlED AMERICANS, ABlE
AMERICANS, CHIL[)..B€A TING AMERICANS,
CHIU>·MOLESTIN6 AMBUCANS,.bEAI>BEAT· DAD AMERICANS, OR ANY
--------~
O~
TH
~
ER~GA~OU~P__________

1"1--iAT IS CORAECT. AS THE NEW STAR.S Of
EACH WEEK, WE wn.LBE
SURE TO USE SAlt> TEAMS WHEN REfEAA·
ING TO EACH GAOUP, BECAUSE THE LAST
THING WE WANT TO 00 IS ACCIDENTALLY
OFFEND SOMEONE. OH, LOOKY THERE,
IT APPEAR.S I AM BLEEDING•.
JUST HUAAY UP ANO DIE! YOUR
BLEEDING IS OFFENDING PEOPLE!

~OFESSOR H080

Friday, October 4
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RCA fires up Homecoming event
by Jessica Higdon
n>rllrihuting writer
Crowds, crowns and celebrations will
be the talk of the campus next weekend
when Murray State's llomccoming celebrations get underway. The Residential
College Association wi ll kick off festivities early by sponsoring the l Oth annual
Homecoming Bonfire.
The bonfire will be held Thursday on
the field bt:twecn Springer College and
the basketball courts. Field events will
begin at 7 p.m .. with the bonfire lighting

at 8 p.m.
A committee of RCA members and
volunteers from each residential college
spent several weeks planning the event.
"We have decided to stan the bonfire
an hour earlier this year so we can have
different spirit events and competitions,"
Megan LaFollette. chairman of the Bonfire Committee, said.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio will speak
at the bonfire and introduce the senior
football players. The rest of the football
team. Racer Band and Racer Girls dance
team also will be on hand.

The field events will consist of activities such as tug of war, various relay
races and an obstacle course.
"We are dividing the competitions into
three divisions this year: residential colldges, Greek. organizations and other
organizations," LaFollette said. "This
way more people can participate, and
there will be three different winners for
each competition."
The field events will be judged separately from the spirit event, and the winner of the field events will receive a trophy.
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At the: end of the spirit competition, tHe tial colleges," LaFollette said. "Points
top three residential colleges will receive from the lobby decorations will count
plaques .• The point distribution for the toward the spirit event at the bonftre."
spirit event is 40 percent for lobby decoRCA President Josh Rose said RCA
rations in the residential colleges and 60 involvement in Homecoming activities is
percent for spirit participation at the bon- importa nt.
tire, LaFollette said.
" "I think it 's important for RCA to be
Many of the residential colleges have invol ved d uring Ho mecoming," Rose
teamed up to put together a float for the said. "Residential colleges are a big part
Homecoming parade, but one activity of Murray State."
will keep the colleges competing for spir- · T he bonfire will conclude after the
it points.
winners of the spirit competition are
''We are having a lobby-decorating announced. Rose encouraged everyone to
competition between each of the residen- attend and .show school spirit.
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- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

Wednl!lday

Tues.· Sat.
11 a.m. • 1i! a.m.

!ipaghetti !ipedal

---$1.99 - - -

st.gg

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch & Dinner • 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

.~=-st. Papliaif Pizza
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DEMAND...

759-2975

.W E'LL MAKE YOU
FEEL RIGHT AT
HOME IN MURRAY.

WED. thru TUES.
OCT. 2No to BTH
See Store For lkCGil$

+ 60 Deluxe Guestrooms
and Suites

AskForMSU

Parent Rate

+ Whlrpool Suites
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1210 North 12th Street +Complimentary Deluxe
Murray, KY
Continental Breakfast

All Varieties

KROGER
MILK
(pl..llc gallon)

PEPSI-COLA
12PACK

Selected Varletl••

1-.ular,

MOUIITAIII D.W;

KELLOGG'S
CEREAL

+ Indoor Pool, Whirlpool
and Sauna

Phone

Diet _.. Caffeine ,,...
(12oa. eMS)

+ Free In-Room coffee

(270) 759-591 0

• (13.1 OL) Rico Ktloploo

• (tSoz.)ComPapo
•(tiOL)Com Flo'•(1f01.)F-todllln1Whoo..

Fax
(270) 759·5912

• ( 17Aoz.)8mocb

Proud to be a Part
of the Murray Community

MURRAY STATE STUDENTS

THOMPSON WHITE
SEEDLESS GRAPES

KLONDIKE
ICE CREAM BARS, CONES
-or· SANDWICHES
(4 to 6

;:""~. :

CAUFORNIA

ct. pkg.)

. Holiday
Plus

il

Rewards...
~ar~~Free

-
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AND EAR.~••.

NOW OPEN

···· Marlboro ........

!
L-....___

MARL~~-;- $

• .. e., 2 $5

MASSEY
CITGO

CIGARETTES
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Cl&ll'I'OII

Ml>EAR~.. .

each

EASY TO REDEEM

..J.hnrbood Krog"r Store! CHIPS AHOY! COOKIES
At Yiou.r N-:
~
"
·or- RITZ CRACKERS

m·~~~oLplcg.)

HERE'S HOW:
Kroger Holiday Plus Rewards
Redemption Period is
December 2"' 0 through
December 2 1q, 2002.
Take your rewards receipt to
Guest Services to receive your

KROGER ORANGE .JUICE
(plo•tie gallon)

TROPICANA PURE PREMIUM

ORANGE •or• GRAPEFRUIT J UICE
(64 oz. ctn.)

KROGER HOLIDAY

FOLGER'S
COFFEE

PLUS REWARDS!

Sele<ted Vorleti••
( 11 •.5 to 13 oz. bog •or· can)

See Your Ndghborbood Kr~er
For Complete Deta.ib.
THIS AD
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MURRAY, KY
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sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports edltor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-4468

On Oct. 6, 1999, one of the largest cities in the
United States refilled a hole in its figurative NFL-broken heart. With businessman Bob McNair's $700 million bid and a city's urge for professional football,
Hou~ton, Texas, beat out Los Angeles and became the
horne of the NFL's 13th expansion team, the Houston
Texans.
Hou!llon had been without a professional football
team for nearly three years. In 1996, the defunct
Houston Oilers fled north and were renamed in
Nashville a~ the Tennessee Titans. Four years later,
the Titans were playing the St. Louis Rams in Super
Bowl XXXIV.
Now, in 2002, the dream of a city is a reality on the
field The Houston Texans filled their roster with a
successful expan:.ion draft and selected quarterback
David Carr from Fresno State to car:ry the load of the
club.
With a full roster, an eager fan base and lingering
anticipation from sports nuts, everything is in place
for the Texans except one thing.
The Texans are still a 2002 expansion team.
If history proves true, the Texans have only two
words on their minds as their inaugural season gets
under way: building and survival. Winning should be
a word far from the tongue of any Houston player,
regurdless of the hype surrounding the new team in
the South.
Sure, any time a new team steps between the white
lines, sports fans are going to have a small spot
reserved in the back of their brains asking, "Could
these guys actually be any good?" Realistically speaking. however, that is a stupid question.
Consider the following points.
In the history of expansion teams joining the
National Football League, the Carolina Panthers,
which entered the league in 1995, have won the most
games in the first season -seven.
Tuli.ing in these numbers, it should be quite obvious
the Texans are headed for the cellar in the AFC South
divbion, right'?
Sports Talk
Wrong. Meet my roommate, Pat.
After watching the Texans' 19-10 victory in week one
over the Cowboys, Pat, an avid
Green Bay Pl:lckers fan, decided
to jump on the Houston bandwagon and root for Carr, fonner
Packer receiver Corey Bradford
and company.
For this next part. you
may want to pay close attention.
You must understand that living
with three other guys, arguments
often occur when it comes to
.....__ _ _......,_ __, sports. Being the sports editor
Being
the for "The Murray State News,"
sports editor however, I often catch more
flack than the rest because I' m
for "The Mur- supposed to know about what
ray
State I' m saying.
As a result of this
News." I often assumption, I often go out of my
catch
more way to keep my mouth shut in
fear that I may be wrong with
flack than the my prediction and have to take
rest because the abuse from my roommates
following weeks.
I'm supposed for theBut
it was after Pat's bold
to know about (stupid) prediction that I had to
a stand. No way was l going
what I'm say- take
to sit on my couch on a lazy
ing.
Sunday afternoon and let him
get away with the words he had
just uttered: "Dude, the Texans will definitely have a
winnin~ record."
What was 1 hearing? The Houston Texans, the
NFL's newest taclding dummy, according to Pat, were
going to have a record of at least 9-7? I don't think so.
Therefore, i extended my right hand toward him,
offering him an intriguing bet and challenging him to
put his nose where his mouth is. Yes, I said nose.
Our bet is simple. As you can tell by my mug shot,
my facial hair is very dear to me. As Dr. Evil once
suii.l, "ll completes me."
So. here are the stipulations.
If the Texans do indeed have a losing record, as I
preJ1ct they will, my dear friend and roommate Pat
will have to get his nose pierced and wear the nose
ring for two weeks
Now. if the Texans. who are 1-3 at the time of this
publication. pull off the miracle of miracles and win
eight of their next 12 games, then yours truly, the
!lports editor, will have to go bare. No. not naked, but
cle~n shaven. We· re talking the whole nine yards:
eyebrows. sideburns. mustache - even my goatee,
Y.hich would make me look like a 12-year·old again.
Anyway. there you go.
Hopefully that will produce ~orne intere~t for the
readers out there and give you an excuse to watch
tho~e hellacious Texans.
Sorry Pat.

Chris lung is the \'ery confident sports editor for "Tht
Murraj· Srare News."
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by Amanda Lee

iJ~Ifl~~~~;;;;~~~;::-:-.:-::!;!~~=-=::::_:::-,:-:::=~;:::J;~;l good: she's a natural leader. She's just a

very important pan of our team."
Hedley, who said she describes herself as
•
outgoing, confident and easy to get along
with, attributes her strong personality to her
father.
"I guess my dad's my role model more
than anything," she said. "Just personalitywise and trying to be the best that I can be."
Hedley' s father \\'aS able to attend two of
her tournaments so far this season, and
Hedley said he usually makes it to about
eight of her tournaments each season.
"He comes quite a bit," Hedley said.
"He's my No. I f311."
Still. Hedley said Milkman helped her
adjust to being a collegiate golfer so far
from horne Although she gets homesick,
Hedley said Milkman hali been like a mother to her while at Murray State.
"It's kind of bad in a way and good in
another way." Hedley said. "She's there for
everything ... and then at the same time,
~he·~ like, 'Don' t you be going out tonight,
we've got to play tomorrow."'
Milkman, who has been named OVC
Coach of the Year four times. also provided
Hedley with guidance on the golf course.
•·she knows what she's talking about,''
Hedley o;aid. "We all listen to her when
she's got some•hing to say."
Milkman said she works hard because
the players deserve her best.
'"l don't mind giving them 100 percent
because I know they give me that in
return," Milkman said.
Hedley ~id her greatest triumph was
when Murray State won the OVC Championship last sea5on. She said the honor ranks
alxwe the individual honor of being named
Golfer of the Year and earning her first
competitive hole in one.
Karri Wurth/ The News
While Hedley said the individual and
Murray State junior Cuyler Hedley is the top women's golfer at MSU a nd was team successes are exciting, she has to put
named the Ohio Valley Conferenrl' Golfer of the Year for the 2001-02 season. them behind her to focus on her goals.
•Til always have the memories. but
atmosphere.
Hedley has had to learn since she became a you've just got to move on and go with
"It's kind of hard to play on a team that's golfer at Murray State. She also said she what's next," Hedley said. "I mean, sure
such an individual spmt, and now, all of the had to improve her time-management skills there's added pressure on myself because 1
sudden, you have lc>Ur or live other girls in order to be a successful student and ath· know I can pl_ay well, and I always want to
that you play with on a regular basis," Hed- lete.
play well, but I think I just kind of leave
ley said. "You're not just rooting for your"We have classes in the morning, and behind what I've done."
self anymore."
then we practice every day from 2 to 5
What Hedley ha<, done - earning the
Hedley said she has made a smooth (p.m.), anJ then you have to study, ami then Goiter of the Year title, leading her team to
adju.-.tment. however. Through prncticing you still want to go out and have fun." Hed- a championship and consistently finishing
together, she and her teammates have ley said. "There' s a lot of time involved high at tournaments - may only be a prebecome best friends.
with it. If you want to go out and play. view for what Hedley and the team will be
"If you see me out on Saturday night, which you have to do to get better. there's able to accomplish in the coming seasons.
you"ll see every one of my teammates with four or five hours of your day.''
"My goal for the team is to win the OVC
me, which is kind of weird for most team~."
Because the team is on the road much of Championship and to also win a benh in the
Hedley said. "So we· re best friendc;, not just the time. Hedley often misses her classes. reg1onal tt\Umament," Milkman said. "I
teammates."
She said most of her profes~ors arc support- think that's very simi Jar goals to what
One thing the team members have ive, although some get frustrated with her Cuyler would like as well.
learned is that to maintain their fiiendship'i, frequent absences.
"A.:. far as expectations, that's what we
they have tt) know when to leave each other
Still, Hedley hus managed to balance her want to do, so that" s what we expect to do."
alone. Hedley mentioned a recent trip to golf career with her educational goals.
Hedley agreed with her coach's goals,
Myrtle Beach, when the women were in a
"I think Cuyler's the epitome of a stu· noting that a tougher schedule should make
van for II hours.
dent-athlete." Milkman said. "She works the team even more competitive than in tbe
"When we got back, I said to everyone, extremely hard on the golf course, but she's past. She said she will not let past achieve'Don't call me for like tw"o days."' Hetlley also very serious about her gmdes ao; well, ments skew her outi<X)k for the 2002-03
said."[ didn't want to sec anybody.
amJ that's why ~ohe's very succcsstul."
season.
"I have my had days like anyone cll.e.
Milkman said Cuyler',<; focus und leaderSaid Hedley: "I've ulway~ been the kind
We all do, and we all know when to :;ray ship skills are great benefitS to the team.
of person that works hard and always done
away from each other.''
"She contributes a lot of things,'' MiU>· everything I can, so I just keep playing on
Being part of a team is not the only thing man said. "Obviously, her play is very and try to work hard."

Keasling 'impressed' as women go 22-8
by Seth Combs
staff writer
The Murray State women's tennis team competed this
past weekend at the Steve Baras Memorial Collegiate
Classic in Chattanooga. Tenn. Murray State performed
well at the three-day event. going 22-8 overall. The team
finished with a flight champion, two fl ight consolation
champions and a flight finalist.
'This is one of the first years I've coached when we've
played so well for three tournaments in a row," Head
Coach Connie Keasling said. "So far, I'm very
impressed."
Senior team member Annette Steen also was impr~~d
with the team.
"Some girls lost their first match and came out with a
(consolation) championship. That was really good." Steen
said. "Overall, I think we were the best team out there,"
In singles flight A, junior Melissa Spencer dropped her
first match to Tennessee Tech's Marina Tasheva 6-2.6-2.
She came back strong in the consolation hrncket to go
undefeated. claiming the flight consolation championship. In the quarterfinal, Spencer defeated Samfonl's
Katie Crawford 6-0, 6-2. Spencer won the semifinal 6-1.
6-3 before defeating Gayatri Rumesh of Tennessee-Mar• tin 6-4. 6-1 in the consolation final.
Senior Jennifer Ward managed a similar effort in the
singles flight B. losing first to Anita Obando of Tenne.'isee Tech 7-5, 6-4 in the round of 16, she swept her
remaining matches in the consolation bracket. Ward won
two tie-breaking matches in the four-match sweep. one in
the consolation quarterfinals and the other in the final.

Women's Volleyball
Standings

1·3
l-4

ovc Overall

ovc Overall
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
SEMO
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Austin Peay

2-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0·0
0·0
0·0

8-1-1
5-2-2

6-J.l
4-4-0
4-5-1
1·6·0
0-5-2

UT-Martin
Morehead State
SE.'vfO
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Eastern ntinois
Murray State
Tennessee State

5-0
5·1
2·2

3·3
1-2

1·2
1-3
1·4
0-2

10·4

9-8
7·9
4·8
5·10
4·9
6-10
2·9
9·7

The consolation final was against Sa-;kia van Velze of
host Tennessee-Chattanooga. The match finished 6-3. J.
6 with a 10-8 victory for Ward in the tiebreaker.
Steen wa.; a finali~t in"flight C. Steen started off in the
round of 32 by defeating Ariana Gracia-Medrano of
Morehead State 6- 1, 6-0. She remained undefea.ted until
falling to Cammie Nix of Bim1ingham-Southem in the
final 1-6, 6-0, 7-5. Murray's Tami McQueen, freshman.
also had a strong showing in !light C. advancing to the
semifinab where she was defeated by eventual flight
champion Nix 1-6, 6-0, 6-0.
"1 think I shoultl have won that one (match)," Steen ·
said.
Doubles play abo went well for Murray State. In flight
A. sophomore Jaclyn Leeper and Spen~:er advanced to the
quarterfinals before being defeated by Ana tylarie Cibils
and Marina Tashera of Tennessee Tech 9-7. Flight B saw
Steen and Ward sweep through the round of 32 all the
way to the champion~hip where they defeated A lisa Benheim anJ Michelle Dushner of Jacksonville State 8-2 for
the llight champion~hip.
··we ju!>t pl3yeJ great," Steen said. "We were tired and
needed that mental toughness. 'I hey didn' t break u' with
their serves. anJ we served really well,''
Although the team continues to win matches, Keasling
said she insists the hao;ics be taken cure of and patience
exercised.
··we need to ju!-.t take one tournament at a time,"
Kcashng ~aiJ . "We' re working on parts of our game that
Karri Wurth/The News
will hopefully help us in the spring."
The next tournament tor Murray State is the Varsity Mu rray State senior Kf rry-Lea Glass practices
Pro Shop lm itntional on Oct. 18-20 in Memphis. Tenn. Wednesday following the Steve Baras Memorial.

Intramural Softball
Standings
~esidcntial

3·2
3·2
2·2
2·3
2·3
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assistant spons editor

In a twist of fate reminiscent of the Adam
Sandler movie "Happy Gilmore," Cuyler
Hedley traded in her hockey stick for a driver and has become one of the best playen;
in collegiate golf today.
Hedley, who was named Ohio Valley
Conference Golfer of the Year in 2002,
played hockey in high school and intended
to continue her career in college until doctors told her she needed to stop.
"I really wanted to come to the states and
play hockey on a scholarship.'' Hedley said.
However, Hedley sustained a concussion in
an accident about five years ago and was
advised to end her hockey career.
With the door shut on her hockey
dreams, Hedley opened another as she
turned to golf, which she began playing
about eight years ago.
"I kind of sruck with golf," said Hedley,
who is from Cobourg, Ontario. ''I'm glad
that I did; there's more opportunities in
golf."
Although golf began as a fun hobby for
Hedley, the spon is now the main focus of
her life. A business administration major,
Hedley said she will always work in the
field of golf, whether as a player. coach or
golf-course employee.
"Becoming pro is definitely something
r ve always wanted to do, whether it be just
a teaching pro or playing on tour," Hedley
said She said that choosing to play on tour
would require a great deal of dedication.
"If I choose that, it's kind of my whole
life," Hedley said. "There's really no time
for anything else."
Although she enjoys Murray State, Hedley said she is planning on returning to
Canada when she graduates.
"As far as now goes, I'll probably go
home," Hedley said. "Unless I fall in love
and meet some gorgeous man here!''
Hedley's first experiences with golf were
when she accompanied her dad as he
played.
" I acrually staned to go out just because I
)jked to drive the golf cart.'' Hedley said.
"And then it just became more fu n after
that."
Hedley's high school did not have a golf
team. She said it was not practical because
of the cold winters in Ontario. Instead. Hedley played "with a lot of guys" in a junior
program. Hedley said playing with the boys
challenged her skills and made her a better
golfer.
"Guys are always more competitive, no
matter what it is," Hedley said.
Hedley said she knew she would come to
school in the United States because colleges
in Canada do not offer athletic scholarships.
She evenrually chose Murray State after
being recruited by Head Coach Velvet
Milkman.
"I went to visit fi ve other schools, and I
just liked Murray State the best," Hedley
said. "I really like Velvet, and I got along
with all the girls really well."
Despite the good relationships with the
playen; and her coach. Hedley said it was
somewhat difficult adjusting to the team

Women's Soccer
Standings
Overall

the murray state news

Hedley gets into Swing of golf

Roommates
clash in bet
over Texans

Football
Standings
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Intramural Softball
Standings

College

~

Clark
Richmond
Franklin
Rl•gents
White
Hart
Hester'
Elizabeth

Intramural Softball
Standings

3·0
2-0
2·0

o.o
2-1

0·3
0-3
0·3

Intramural Softball
Standings

Greek Leagues
WOIDl'O
Hart
Richmond
Rt•gcnts
EIJzilbcth
Clark
Springer
Wh1te
He~tl~r

fumu:it~

3·0
3-0
2-1
2· 1
1-2
1-2
0·3
0·3

Alpha Omircron Pi
Alpha _Gnmma Delta
BSU
Vixens
Charley's Angcb
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Sigma Alpha

4·0
4- 1

3-1
3·2
1-3
0-4

0·4

fraternity
Alpha Sigm<~ Phi
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha
l.ambd,, Ch1 Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Pi

4-0
3-2
2·1
2·2
2·2
0-4
0-4
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After a six-day rest period for the team (the
longest break in my volleyball coaching history), the team resumed practice Sunday and
Monday to get ready for the big mulch Tuesday
against Tennessee Martin. TI1e rest really did
help the team, and we are starting to get the
nagging injuries under control. I wasn't sure
how the rest period would affect our skill level ,
but we seemed ready to play Tuesday.
The team played we11 against M:Jrtin. Even
though we lost in three, the scores of the fir., t
and third game had only a few points di ffercnl'C,
As a coach and former athlete, I know how
important winning is, but I also know that in
any contest, there has to be a winner and loser.
If you can finish the contest knowing you have
honestly given your best effort, then you can
leave the contest proud .
We went on to play and beat Eastern Illinois
in three and then lost a heartbreaker to Southeast Missouri the next day. We played awesome
against Eastern Illinois, and any fan there could
attest to that. Although we didn't win the match
against SEMO. I think some of my players
learned some valuable lessons during the match
that will not only help us win more games, but
help them throughout their lives.
We have three more matches before we stan
the second half of the Ohio Valley Conference
schedule. We will do our best to win all three, I
hope everyone can find the time to make our
. TSU at 7 p.m. Tuesnext home match ag:unst
day in Racer Arena. Our fans have been grc<.lt,
and I really appreciate your support. The atmosphere is great in Race r Arena. We could use all
your help in making that arena crat.y on game
night!
Take care and havt• a good week,

'

t

Sun earns Ohio Valley
Co-Player of the Week

ovc Action

Freshman volleyball player
Paige Sun broke a ~chool record
and was named Ohio Valley
Conference Co-Player of the
Wt>ck with Natalie Klevan of
the University of Tennesst'C·
Martin.
Sun averagl'd 6.82 k11ls, 0.91
aCt'!>, 4.55 digs and 0.45 blocks
per game last wel'k as the Racers took on Tennessee-Martin,
Eastern IUinois and Southeast
Missnun. All three were home
games for Murray State.
Against SEMO on Saturday,
Sun set a school record of 37
kills. Murray State's previous
kill record had endured 11
years. Sun's number is the
third·highest ever in the OVC
and the second best for the conference this season.
Sun is the firs t MSU volleyball player to earn an OVC
honor this season, as well ,,s the
first volleyball player to be
named OVC Player of the Week
since Sept. 5, 2000.
The Racers will travel to Tennessee Tech tonight at 7 and to
Austin Peay at 2 p .m. Saturday.

Soccer team wins 3-1
over Purdue-Fort Wayne
After losing four-consecutive
games, the SOCl'er team picked
up a 3-1 win against IndianaPurdue-Fort Wayne on Saturday.
The Racers scored in the 11th
minute as freshman midfieldt•r
Jessica Fioranelli gained ,,
rebound off the crossbar for a
goal. Fioranelli scored again in
the 84th minute off a penalty
kick, gaining MSU's third goal.
The goaJs were Fioranelli 's
firs t of the season and of her
collegiate career.
Senior mid fielder Abbie Pen.•z
a lso gained her first goal of the
season. Perez scored in the 31st
minute off a direct kick to put
the Racers ahead 2-0 at halftime.
Although JPFW scored early
m the second half, the team wa!"
~ unable to make a comeback
The Racers' record is now 4·4-0.
The soccer team will return

VoieJW 5ceres

s.,t. 21
EKU3

APSU 1

Morehead 3

nuo

MSU3
EIU 0

Ull13
SEM01

1SU3
Monts Brown 0

TSU3
Smlnnah St. 0

Jenny Hahn/Tht~ Nt•W5

Murray State senior running back Billy Blanchard dives through defenders during the Racers'
lone win of the season against Southern Illinois. The Racers, who are 1-3, are In the midst of
their fin al bye week befo re their first conference game against Tennessee Tech on Oct. 12.

s.,t. 28
........ 3
APSU 1
Ull13
EIU 1
EKU3

home at 1 p.m. Oct. 13 to face
Eastern lllinois.

Men's golf team plays in
EKU's Colonel Classic
The men's golf team finished
10th at the Eastern Kentucky
Colonel Classic Saturday-Monday in Richmond .
MSU (296-298-:S94) fell only
nine strokes behind second·
place Tennessee-Martin in the
tournament, whtch featured 19
teams. Host EKU won the tournament with an overall score of

566.
The team was led by freshmilo Jamie Frazier, who shot a
7fi·71 - 147. Frazier tied for 22nd
place nut of lU<J golfer:..
"I he men's gulf team will continue its season at the Ohio Vallt'y Collegiate Tournament on
Oct. 11-12.

Rifle team opens season
with win against UTM
·1 h <~ MSU rifk• team, defending NCXA ch~mpiOn in'hir rifle,
opened the 2002-03 season Saturday against Tennessee-Mar-

tin. MSU defeated UTM with a
score of 6173 over UTM's 5914
in the small-bore and air-rifle
competitions.
Team members had the possibility of scoring 1200 in the
small· bore competition and 400
in the air-rifle competition, for a
possible aggregate score of 1600
points.
Junior Morgan Hicks, a fourtime All-American, led the MSU
team. Hicks earned an aggregate 1562 points, with 1171 in
small bore and 391 in air rifle.
Finishing just 9 points behind
H icks with a n aggregate score
of 1553 was sophomore Robert
Purdy. Purdy was a First-Team
All-American last season. He
shot a 1162 in small bore and a
391 in air rifle against UTM.
The rifle team will compete
again at 8 a .m. Sunday at Jacksonville State.

Although the schedule opens
up with two exhibition games
and several nonconference
games, the main focus for the
Racers will continue to be OVC
games. Murray State's first con·
ference game will be Jan. 9
a~ilinst Trmnesst'e Tech, which
will open the Racers' 16·game
OVC sched':llc.
1 he Racers will look to the
nonconfe'rence games to prepare the team for a great OVC
season. Murray State w ill play
nonconference teams such as
Western Kentucky and will face
NCAA standouts Auburn and
Memphis during a two-week
span in December.
Murray State, which went 1913 during the 2001-02 season,
Wi ll look to repeat its performance when the OVC Tournament begins in March. Tournament play will begin March 4
and the championship game
will be held March 8.
Men's basketball team
To view the complete men's
announces schedule
basketba II
sched uJc,
visit
The men's basketball team, www!gora('(:.rs.com
defending OVC champion! •I
q
r 1
re~eased its 2002-03 schedule Sports Briefly compiled 11y assisthts week.
tarll Sl'orts editor Amaud11 Let•.

nuo

50103
MSU2
TSU3
Clui&-AIIutaO

footbal 5cGres
Sept. 28
EKUSS
Glendville St. 0

SEM024
M1SU 14

ArbDUI5t.30
Ull110

lndilu St. 34
MSU 31 (20T)
EIU45
lliaoisst.10
flortUMM 37
TSU24
. . . . . . . . . 35

nu21

is

announces

Locations for using your meal plans ...
-Winslow Dining Hall -Orville & Wilbur's*

...re~l rrction~ apply

-Fast Track C-Store
-T Room
-Sunset Strips*
-Sugar Cube*
-Dip 'N Dots*
-Subway & Domino's*

-Donna's Home Made
Cinnamon Rolls*
-Business Express Food
Cart (Business Bldg.)*
-Starbucks Coffee Cart
(Waterfield Library)*

*Not available for use in the

• More Service Hours
• More Options
For more Information
Call Food Services at
762-6990 or 762-4600.
.,..._..

__
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Racers fall in overtime Volleyball splits weekend
later in the game by kicking a 52-yard field goal to
give the Syl'Amores a 1 ~7 halftime lead.
TI1e third quarter featured a o;trong start by the RacThe Murray State football team continued its late- ers, as a 1-yard plunge by sophomore Ulysses Odoms
game struggles Saturday against Indiana Swte. The and a 30-yard field goal by junior Shane Andrus gave
Racers were dealt their second-consecutive lo~s 34- MSU a 17-10 lead. Indiana State fired hack and tied
31 in double overtime on a game-winning 54-yard the game at 17 going into the final period of regulation on an ll·yard touchdown run by Jake Shields.
field goal by Sycamore kicker Mike Megyesi.
'The Sycamores and the Racers traded 1-yard
The loss came on the heels of last week's 24-23
loss to Illinois State, when MSU missed a two-point touchdown runs in the fourth quarter. junior Jamie
conversion with 26 seconds remaining. The Racers' Alexander scoring for the Racers und Soso Ocde for
next test will be the upcoming Ohio Valley Confer- the Sycamores.
Both defenses were able to hold for the remainder
ence schedule, but Head Coach Joe Pannun7jo said
of regulation. MSU won the coin flip for the first
the Rac.:ers have already had a greater test.
"Sometimes. when you go through two weeks like overtime and elected to play defense. lSU 4uickly
we had, to play two good games and come up on the went ahead on u 4-yard touchdown pass from quarshort end of it, you ~tart to look at yourself and ask if terback Julian Reese to Jamie Petrow!oki. The Racen.
were able to ans.,..cr on the ensuing possession on a
God is testing us," Pannunzio said.
Nevcrthclcs..'>, Pannun1io said his team will be 4-yard run from freshman running hack Ron Lane.
In the second overtime. the Rat:en. had the first
ready for the upcoming ~hedule.
"We're pretty tough, apd we're pretty resilient," scoring opportunity, but were unable to move the
Pannunzio said. "We're going to come back and keep ball. and Andrus missed a 48-yard field goal that
doing the things we believe in and keep doing them would have given the Racers a 34-3 .1 lead. The Rachard every day. I feel like if we keep banging on that ers· defense then went into action. shoving the
door, things are going to work out the way we want Sycamores hack 12 yards in three plays. Megye!ii,
them."
however, ended the Racers' hopes for another overDespite the tough loss, Pannuozio ~id the Racers time with a 54-yard field goal.
Severnl players stepped up to fill the void-; left by
played the "best we've played all year." MSU played
the entire game without its leading mshcr. ~nior injured players. Junior quarterback Stewart Childrc~s
Billy Blanchard (sprained unlJe). The Racers also had his best game of the young season, completing
lost two wide receiven., jumor Deandrc Green (back 19 passes out of 23 attempt'> for 235 yards.
MSU also got several strOng performances from an
spasms) 1md senior Marcus Christon (str.tined knee)
array of running backs, with eight players cmrying
io the second half.
Despite the injuries, MSU was able to keep the the ball 55 times for 2~ yards, led by Lane's 66
score close in the contest. lSU got on the board first yards on 16 carries and senior Mario Riley's 62 yards
on a !-yard touchdown run by Jake Shields in the ' on I I carries.
The Racers have an off-week lhis weekend helore
tirst quarter. The Racers then tied the game on a 5yard nm by Christon with 7:40 left in the fi rst half. hosting Tennessee Tech Oct. 12 in a ga.nie that will
With only one second left in the half, Megyesi serve as both the Racers' home opener and this year's
showed off the leg hq would use to beat the Racers Homecoming game.

by Nick Batts

staff re port

staff writer

The MSU voll~yball team ended its losing streak Sept.
27, coming off six-consecutive losses to defeat Eastern
Illinois. The team was unable to sweep its weekend
matches, however, a<> the Racers fe ll to Southcao;t Missouri in a 3-2 match Saturday.
MSU defeated Ohio Valley Conference member ElU
3-0. The Racers dominated the fi n.t two games (30;19,
30-22), but were forced to come hack from behind in the
third game. mu took nn initial l5-11 lead before the Racers were able to grab the final thrl'C point.; of the game,
'Winning game three 30-27.
Leading the Ra~ers against EIU was freshman out-;ide
hitter Paige Sun, who accumulated match highs in kills
and digs with 23 and 16, respectively. It was Sun's tifth
double-double of the season.
The Racers also received strong play from seniors Sara
Schmit1 and Lindy Northcutt. Schmitt posted a careerhigh 19 kills against mu. Northcutt added 14 kills und 12
digs for her sixth double-double, a team high.
Murray State's freshman setter Nikki Wong earned her
season high in assists in conference play with 48.
The Racers continued play against SEMO on S:lturday.
Although MSU competed closely with SEMO, the team
was unable to pull out a victory.
SEMO gained the advantage early by winning the ftrst
two games of the match 30-27 and 30-27.
1ihe Racers rallied in games lhree and four, defeating
SEMO 30-25 and 30-21 to put the match into live game:;.
The teams were tied at 9-9 in the fifth game, but SEMO
scored six-consecutive points to win game five us well as
the match.
·n,e Racers once again were led by the solid efforts of
Sun. 'Who broke an 11-year school record with 37 kills.
Sun also had 16 digs for her sixth double-double of the
SC<tSon.

Schmitt and Northcutt continued to lead Lhe team, both
posting strong numbers for Murray State. Northcutt had
18 kills and 17 digs for her seventh double-double of the

season; she also had two aces. Schmitt earned 16 kills.
two blocks and two aces for the team.
The Racers, who have been ball ling injuries all season.
will play at 7 tonight at Tenne:-see Tech and at 2 p.m. Sat·

unJny against Austin Pcay.

MURRAY
AUTO SPA

Cab
753-TAXI
Ge t the stats on :
NCAA Football, NCAA Basketball

Karri Wurth!The News

Murray State freshman outside hitter Paige Sun
extends for one of ber 15 kills during a match
against UT-Martin. Tbe volleyball squad returns
to action tonight at 7 p.m. against Tennessee Tech.

24 Hour Service

NFL, MLB, & NBA

I t ' s Ba:a.c:k.!
Wednesday
!ipaghetti !ipecial
1.99

s

- - SPAGHETTI - with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
--....-$1 . 99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m.· 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

f
f 97o.~:~yu~st.

PaP!iai'S Pizza

753-2975

~r. '------------------:f--4--------------------------~

Nana'S Place

CINe to C&JDpas at
1104 Coldwater R-d
7S9-'.IS24

Touch less Automatic
with Spot-Free Rinse

A lo¥1ng Daycare

6am-1am
* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* Large Fenced-In backyard {kids salety)
*

• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
on Auton1atic Washers
•
turtle wax • Quality Above All

Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee

..
!

•

"Your Car :{j Gonna Love Ya!"

1530 N. 1?1 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

•

C2002 Bloc!J>ustor Inc

Want Something Different?
Try Candy Bouquet.

RICKY

A.

has changed

LAMKIN
why

ATTORNEY AT LAW

6SlZ-£SL

304 NORTH 4TH STREET

(sJen6ed ap]sag)

'lS

lnUts~q~

iaJe flatntepads
motJ watn pJOl 1, uaoelJ
fineaJ nofl '1anbnog
flpue;:> e auoawos
uaa]6 1, uaaelJ nofi JJ

hasn't

MURRAY. KY 4 207 1

996

£!~

http:/ /lamkinlaw.com

OFFICE: (270) 735·1 737
FAX: (270) 759-4625

I-Iope I-Iarbor Church ...

HOME: (2701 435-4635

ralamkin@lamkinlaw.com

SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

American
Red Cross

ARE YOU HUNGRY. . .

FOR SOMETHING MORE?

Calloway
County
Chapter

D IFFERENT S ERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowing how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

First Aid & CPR Certification Class

'·,
'·
~:

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIANCHURCH
YOU CAN ONLY BE AV/SffOR ONCE!
Would you like aride? Our church van is parked outside Regents Hall every
Sunday morning at I 0:30 a.m. Or you c8n call us at 753-8721 or435·4478

~

•;
~·

~=
(;
~:

I driving, we are located only 3 mJles from campus.
From Murray, take HWY 121 N. to Roy Graham Rd. Tum right and follow to the end.

Rev.Terry Vasseur. Pastor

I•

·;

Featuring a few less hymns. a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awe·
some God.

Date: Monday, October 7 AND Monday, October 14
Time: 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
Cost: $40.00 (Includes books & materials)
Location: Red Cross office--1003 Poplar St., Murray

DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relattonships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

Attendance mandatory at BOTH 4 -hour sessions
Pre-registration required-come by the Red Cross
office to sign up and pay fees

... a different vvay to do church .

Holly Webb, executive director
Call 753-14 21 for more information

··'
~~~~~~~~~~
.~t.=
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SALE

1994 b -uzu Rodeo, om.- owner, ').
liJ'll.'t.-d, ~"Xl' crmdJtiOO, s.i.lOO 0 110.
Spal'l' C'llC, IOUSI 'idl, .!7Q.-SS4..w<J6,
P.1ducah.

AUCTI0:-1-In-e·ntory and , rock of
llol,t<:lfl ll.m.hl~tn:, 1\l;un 1\tn.!~·t,
Whitt•,hurg, K~mu_-k>·· <Xtohcr 12,
10 .1.n1. Man}" a!Uiqut·~ I rom

store

11 h~n

op<'n~d

ul 19-ll lndudtng
Mohyll'uc mop..:d j"t.Hh Anrl~·ro;<>J 1
Auoion Co .·T<:ny Anc:lt-r~on, Auf
tioncct 606-HSS t'32.\.
IN\r:n·,\ lliXT Ol'\LY,l'\OT A 10 1\ ,\
n>nlplcte ntrn key wnd route, 10

M:tdlines
5349;
!'Ius
Cl't
Coke- Pepsi!Pobnd Spring, Frito·Lay
Route S9')9S (888) 922-..!82.! AIN•02-

00 i
1\l;Y I'AC fOHY DIIU'CT WOIJ' JI
TANI"I:-IG llf:!lS l'<~yment ' Fro m
S.!S/1\to. Free wlnr <~tt.tlog. Cttll

totl.ty
www np.t'l.,l.tn.n ml

FOR

14-iOil ~L!· UIO ~

A~ F;to;t gro"l\-in~

IJahanta~

Spcciah!
Spring llre:~k
P:trt\ (rut~l S 03\S S2<)9t
lnclucle.s ~l e.ib. Pltrtics! A\•:erome
Beachc~. Nighllifc! J><·paru fmm
l'lo rtd:11 Gel Gruup·Go free' ~pring

pan} seeks mllli\';lled pt.'oplc 10
e.xp;md cu'-tomer I ~t:;e, no selling, no

h~.tklr.t \ d

+ utili!~

A, ,,il.thle
753-6938

1 month sew·

nt}'

TRAVEl
·-ACT NOW! <.u;tr.utlt:c tht: best
'Prill~ brc;tk pmcst :->oulh l':tdrc,
Caucun , J.un.tk."':t , lktltam:ts, A\..llpul ·
to, Flontb & .\ttrdt~-:t:ts , TR,\ VFI.
ltREH. Ht·ps· Kc.:dcl( I'Ait'll' nS$
<;roup f>i••·ounts fnr r,+, 1·88A
TIIINK·:-illt\ O ·AA'4i>t4.(i'i7~ dept

2h26 J/v.ww ~'flt lnghrc,tkdr."COUill~ .c
(Jill

• I Spring Urt>:tk \'ac.uion'! Can,·un.
J.unail~t . ACJpuko, IJalwna•, ~Lizat
lan, Fl(lrirla. ::>Pa<Jrc. !10% l~s1
Pnc~ llook
& J,-el Free l'an ieo;
& Menh! Group Ot~'OUm~. NO\\ !fir·
mg CunptL' Rep:;! 1-80()..234 7007

:-.:o''

ctxlll·ss~uanmcrtours.<Xlm

.com l..fl00.678.(\3$6

l!:trly Spring Bre:1k .'ipeciJb! Cuncw1
& j.unaic;~ frnm .:>·129\ Fr.·c llrt.";lkfa~.
l>iruwr~ & Drmks! Aw~ud Winmng
C<>nlp;my! Group l.c.tdt·rs !'ret'!
l:lorad.t \';to:auon~ lrom Sl·i1J1 ~pung ·

hrc:•k•r.ll'cL<-nm I ·B~. l0- o7R6_~.
AN J\i'l'UIU)Al\l.E AND lii:.Atfl"IHJI.
WCDDING CHAPEL in !he Smok}
Mounl ,un.s. Clui...tLm cen•m~tn)', pal'•
IUI"I.'~ vi&'ta, lkm,•rs $1';0. Also l'ru\ iding
C •hin".
fo rmal
Y.e;tr.
ww'l\·.weddingtldlsiruho mokicM'Oln
Call H()0·92.!'.ZO:'i2
I'AN.\;\l-\

em· 1\f'"J\QI

S.lndpapcr·

fmm S39 ~l-2p.rn .
Armc :">tut' .\tou.·FRH\ ms.:h1. llr..'iolri<'
tu:>n 5l l'<K>h , nv~:r radc, p;trJs:ailin~.
I.Kuna. :;uth:, . h;ar. lliKI-·IAAAA.lH
'www.,:tndpipt:rhto;trl>n n>an
lie'"Jr on Hc:-()11,

I-IELP WANTED

RENT

I lkurnom :tpmm<'IU
1707 Ohvl"
noY. ,

S27S/ moolh

E<lrly

IILIIlUI;lCiurtng com·

risk, e.xcelk:nt inl:omc pclterui:tl, II'Jin·

Pn>gr.lm.

ing and le-.Jds pmvil.led, 1'!77-800·5210

Orlandon. fl.l . Mmle Ilea< h an<.l
llllum Hc-.1d lslmct.' S.C., Now hiring
ft>r '' int<..-r an<.l ~pring positiotL~
'I,tkt• ,, o;c:mou:r otT ;md l~.1m .1buut
the ho,prtahty lndu>tr) tn sunrt}
n.·>ort lcx..mon.~ lk~ l\'e .1 ccntfk..tte
tmm rhc l:ll'ge;;~ hc~ptr:dlt}' u:tlniOH
<ump.llly In l}l<: l.:ntactl ~IIC:S t"UU)•
fuml~hcd h{)lt~mg, :'illpc:nd nnd
tr.•n~pon.tllon pro' id<'d. ~ 6 rnonlh
tnlt:lll~llip' Vicv. our wd>,Uc .11
\\ 1.\ w .Anwrlranl fo\ptitlll! 1 Ac.td~·
nty,t·<•lll .anti t'Jll AA'I-XW li.!')j lt11
t m >rt· mfonn;tl ion.
CONSTIU'CllOf\: EQliii'MEl'\1' :md
1-k\~ttion Tr.tinirtA ':-..io CXJl<' fi ·
cnce n~eded •4 1wek trau1ing :m1il·

Site

uhlt: 'fn.-e tr.urun~ if quahllt.-d. C tll
To U Free Hl"7·270-1902.
NO I!XPEIUE:-:CE ('.,'E£01'0 Drh cr

Tr.nncc:> .>:..·t:dt.--d For Top C.ompa·
nle!i. ·F.am up to S4~ 000 ht YtlJr.
CDI. Cia~~ A Training l'm).,'f.tOt . C:tll
Toll Frt·c H77-:mnno.

Gifts, Toys, Clui'\t·

www m~'CICtkl#Jlz.oom/1 ~I

GROWI:-.IG COMPANY LO<JKIN\.
FOR MEOTC,\L PltOFE.\SIO'IIAL)
wuh \'cntpunourc cxperit:m c to d<>
mohtlc tnsur:mn• phy'i1 .lb. Cnnl rc>l

DIUVEU·Fiathc.>tl l"Xpt·rk·J1CC .;1 plu,,
30C: 10 35C'/ mik plus Urp f>:t}', -"'tfe·
ty p:t}'. Full henelit\. NO!olrp ,;e.ttrn~o:.
Gl,lar.mteed llornc Tinw. llorn:Riy

your schedule Good p.lll·lhne
Income. Averngt' $17/hour. C:t ll
i\I'I'S '>02-339-7(l00 FAX ';02·.~J<J·

ROO-}-it-1271

UH3.

upt.T.ttOr re:td)- for a m:uut..~'ffienl
n>l<' \\'"e run :1 lHmll Goss Communi·
I)' Prt:"-', [}Jrkrnom, p:tge .suipping.
piJie t.rurrung .llltl mm prtX~ing
skills rlt!<:'l.k:d Computr..'f knoY.It.-dgc
helpful. We :tr<' ,, C:'! II newspaper
\\ilh a <•pfllllltlllll> hn .t<hJrlfcment.

J':ty IXtSeu on C~l\t:ll~'fll\' S~·nd
Btll I lan>-~)1) do Tune~·'l'ri·
bune, 201 N. Kl'muckv AIL'., Corhm.
KY or em:uJ to hl ~trJSOil·fDn•rhtn ·

rcsun~t: to:

tUll<.'S.COin

ue;OHT So GO!.f 1'\ITJ.:It.''JSllll>S,

~.

ma:;, ea_,h Tnp:;, Recognillon. 1-#0048H-4R75 wwwJrlc:."lldl}·home rom

.SLEKI!'>G A :ifCOI'&T> IN CQ!\t\t-\ND·
111e 'lune.,·Tnhune In CoJhin, Ken·
tudy t' -<ekin~ ·• qtttliftt:d press

DIHVFR.."i·DEOICATED

IIJ.A1'11ED·

I fume Often "Top t'ay ~ henefito.
•New Assigned Tractors. lflfing
lk~nt school grad' for H~IIIJLII &
OTR. r-c> E.xp. or C 01.? Comp:mv
Tr.1inin~: & Tm~ Pay A\,lll.lhlc I
AAn--,'il0-6662.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semes·

tar

with a proven Campus·
Fundraiser 3 hour lundraising
event Our programs make
fundratsing easy Wllh no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with lhe program!
It works. Contact Campus·
Funoralser at (888) 923·3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser .com

DRIVER-SOLID ANO STABLP. fur
over "15 years! Company drivers <~nd
owner oper:t!or.;' l.e:1~ purchll!iC
available, Top pay, miles, hometiJJlC

IDEAL GifTS b>· FIUE.'llll.Y· Opcn·
lngs for p;.ny plan :ttlv iscrs. C:all
aiiCllll our f<lnt~llc NEW .M,mager

anti beneftb! Uoy<.l llrosl ij()Q-SH·
8923.

DRIVER/COJ.-Tired of up·& U()Wn
paycht;{ k.' anti noc ~'tung lx>me?

Contact 800·9·12-21(}1

Clll· HT13S.

OIUVERS: NOH'nl Atnl'rlC'<tll V•ut

NEW C:.m•t•r? Great
Dt'm.md tor OTH Drive~. Uendits
lind Hiring nonus. Mu't he 21 or
;1

o

older I-8()(1·2 ';}4766

DRrVF;R."i-f'O

1!.\J~"~

23R

Lines l1<1s opcntn)(-' in I..IJI{i~tks. Spe·
ciali:red Tnl<kloa<.l, and l!()useln,ld
GQotls fleets. Mtnimunt ol month.s
oltir expt:rit•n, e rt'<luircd . Tr.K10r
!ease/purduo;e :t\~lll~hle. SOO·~R·
2147 Oept . KYS .

AAA COl. THAININl""iCI.ASS.A l.ook·

ing for

Cl\1. 2.~7.

or 243. ·www.lol:llms.rom

low or No <"..ost

DRJVERS, m·<'r lite mad, 35 .'il<lles

COL Trairung ,A\'ail.thle. Mt-'.Jis. I<Xlf!·
ing & tr:!nsport.tlion provided,
Tuition
ReimbuJ'l'emem
SIOOO

als. 3

yc:~rs

DRIVERS: Owner Opt•r:ttors, OTR &
Drive~ for 0/0 Cbss A COL Wllh
H:.tZI11llt, .Sm;lll Fleetl> Wekwnc<.l, S3'
Vans .~ 48' 1'1atl~<.'<.l~. Mile:lgt: Pay·
Loaded and F.ntply. l}ltN Tr.msporta-

l.lfld'-'"'pr~:,s.com

tion, Inc., Louiwillc, KY HlQ0.632·
H32.
DRIVERS-Flatbed C:uri<'t seeking
Qllllified Driv~:rs tor Ht!Hiun;ll .lnd
48 State opponunllics. E.xrellenr

O!UVFH-COVf:.NAJ\'T 'mA:-ISPOI<T·
L.ca<.let in .\hies 9 years in a mw.
Now luring Expcrlen{·e Teams,
Solo:~ and Trairn.-r~. 0"- ncr Opcrol•
cors-Solosil'L"'.uns 85C . C.tll 1 -&11'1.MORE·PAY (I ~7 37l9l

Pay, Benefll~. nnd Home Time! Qill
:.ammnns Tmcking 800457·2349.

AlTfA'\,TJQ~ OIU\'UHS~

Dl{]'.i'£R:>-join one uf the

.$)00.00 hir.:
fvr Kt•JfU( ky Tmlnet.os'

truck-

Comp;my Orivers, Owner Oper.llor~
2 )e:trs OTit rl·qutr<.'<i . HK)(I-94*

l'lus llendtt~l J4i<Xl4-i03·2<:l<Jl.

(\7(>6, W1\W.t'll<:-'lr;UhJX>11 .("CJil1

A\'EHAGI~ $9CXltwcck, I'I.TI~ l>onu,.
e' wilh I y•:;~r 0'11( cxpetkrKc!
t-lorc .:xpcrlencc pays mort•l Mtles
uncl Home .'>10'1 Wt•ckcndst Gtt".ll

ORJVEHS WI IAr~o YOUR 20? CFI is
now lllrln~o: C111llp:tn}~Owner Opt:r·
ill<lr"Slnglc::s an<.l T<·.;~ms J.oads with

ex1

miles av:tilablc lmmc::di:au:lyl A.\k
:thoU! our ~fl<>ll~·lr.lintnS! progr.tm

6(114.
!>RIVER·3

1~

Ing t·omp;trut::> In th.: coumry. Hom~
weekc::n<L~, No NYC. 97% No Toudt1

Get Your CD L .tnd htn."<l in only I'i
Days! f.:U11 up In $9(~l.OO Wt'('kly

J$~10-•4-I4•192<J

95% No Tout:h ll;trr NlliUl

Call
l ·!iOO·Cfi ·DRIVE.
ww'v cftdrivc.com.
.'IIEEDED! JOO D1iver Tr.•inee' for

lrnmcdi;tle Openings

Owncr operators oc comp.m)' drl·
wrs. Airfreijlht dc::Wc:ned Tr:~ctor
purcha..« 3\~tibhle. Cl.ts..~-A COL, I
rear 011{. CaD 800-11*1·7.~'i7 Apply

online www b~~<.blrcom.

Tr:m~

LAKE BARGAIN S29,!X)O. free cov·
ered ho:tl ~hp! Gt·nlly ~oloping lake
\"ieW p:ucel w/ niCe m•x of low

mlltng me:tOOWS & IR:t:S. Abuts
ootiolktl !i1rc:;t mt 3'5,000 acn: recre·
atlonal
water

lakt~ In

Tenn. Paved nX!ds,
more
!Lxcellenl
fmandn;;. Call now l-800-70.i-3154,
sewer,

ext. :.H~ .

LAKE CLIMIIUU.ANI>, KY Lake I.og
Hom<" Only $79,900. Gorgeous

NHW 1100 MJ. ft.

portation. J ..H(>i).:!07-'S47?,

lo~

Home

bur<mt:nl. C:all Toll Free 1·677-270..

290:!.

LAKEFRONT

your fir~! year •1 ()(l'Ji! Juh l'l.t<.'erncnl
Assbl;lll<e ·cump;tny Tuitic•n Reun·

MEDICAL
.'vfEDICARE
J>ATIENT:>
USI~G
INHALP.RSAII !UICI< >I·Airon•nt .(om·
bivent·S<.·r~·vem·Azrnan 1rt ·Fl( >Ve nl
anu Olhcrs. llavinfo! Oiflkulty?
Breathe Ea.\y Again. Medic-Jr<-' C'ClV·
ered lk1u•d ll1<·rapy 111ay \)(: av;~ilahlc
1f ynu qualify. MI·:O·A·SAVE 1~
:!24•1919 e.xl. KY -1002.
DIET
DRUG
U~P.RS,
fREE
ECHOCA1IDIOGI(AM
Fen·Phen,
Redux, l'ondimin, Fu1d out If you
are Injured and lta\c money com·
ing Call Wasserman :md ASSOCUIC5,
t ~3-LAWYEJt

AND

Classified Rates
2S ~ per
20~

word for the: fir.;t
20 words.
e<tCh additional word.

Mllllmum r.harge S 1

MISCFLLANEOUS
WEATHER

LOG
HOf-lE-2
ill's./180' l.::ikdmntl$89,900. Beautiful ~""' IAOO MI. ft. lug home with
Huge wrJJXIrtl\md deck . 180ft. of
do<kablc:: l.::tkcfrom. l';tved rood,
ulilitics, v.~tler. C:tll now• 8()0..770..
9,111 c::.xt. &16.

F.MERGEI':CY

ot' harns, hou~e.s anti
g~•r.tgl's C:tll Woudi(Jrd lin"· lni' lor
str.!i~hlening, j;t,·km~. <~thlin~ ;mel
repairs

wc-.nher reLn..-u rq>.1ir:.. fr~·e t:'ti·

mates HlOO·OLD·IlAH~
800-0id· Rarn.t.om

WW\\'. 1·

Classifieds Deadline is

3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due when ad Is
placed.

REAL ESTATE
427 ACRES OF TIMIII'.H LAND

lffiffiedl:u~: joh ur)t'nmgs. Gel your •
CDL'~o in IS Ua)'S. No money down.

Edmonron Counl)', KY. Hunters'

QJJJ l-M77·27•t·7&!3.

divide Ctll 0\\JICr 1·..!70·73-i -605.~.

Tbe Murray Stale News
111 WDson Ball

par.ulise. tog c:tbir~' liV'.ubblc. Will

We target your market! Advertise with The Murray State News!
EVERYDAY
VALUE MENU
0

.....-~Crbpy'lllco .
Tostada
ChurTO Deuert

"Home of the Special Bean Roll"

Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ
Under 21 Welcome in Dining room. - - -

- Wat:ch Monday l\llght: Football
on the big !lcreen TV
Appetizer !ipeclai•••• S3.95
S 1. 75 Longneck•

W-·

• WIEDNIE-D&

Special Price Lunch Menu

Bean Burrito
'naco B1111Jer
Beef SofUbeU 'naco
Small Potato Olir
Refrled Beans
Meldcan Rice
16-oz. Drlnlt

8k
89~
89~
99~

99~
99~
99~
99~
99~
99~

-College Club l\llgh~••• 9 p.m.- 1 i! a.m.
SS cover- Si! off wl~h M!iU ID
Dance Floor

l : lO p.m. 1::ZO p.m.
3:40 p.m. t :ol5 p.m.

(PG·lS)

OJ

Bar Specials

Mon. • Margarita Specials
TUes. - Beer Specials
Dart Tournament
Wed. • Well Spedals
Thurs. • Uve Music

Daily Specials
~
~

White Chili
Tortilla soup

Seafood Gumbo
fill~ jambalaya
~ Crawfish Etouffee
- - . Red Beans & Rice

October 1Oth: Idle page

"The Tuxedo"

- S 1.75 Longneck•
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
FREE APPETIZER BUFFET WHILE IT LASTS

-~ Peel & Eat Shrimp

- Club l\llgh~ w/ Karaoke & Ladle• l\llgh~
S 5 cover•••Ladle!l i! 1 & over FREE
- S I • 7 5 Longneck!l

~;:; ::::: ~::; ~::: (PG-13)

Like to read?
• Need a good book to
pass the time?
Wan t some good teachi ng
s u pplies and ma terials?

"Red Draeon"
la1S p.m. 7a l 5 p.m.

3•55 p.m. 9:55 p.m .

8 a.m.- 5 p. m .
Oct. 2nd • 8th
Spaosorecl by KEA-SP & SCEC

Look for the Homecoming Tab on Oct. 11!

(R )

"The Four Feathen"

~;~ ::::::~;:! ~=:

Must be 21 to stay for the band!

Corner of 10th&: Arcadia· 759-8866

on

50.000 ;tl:rt• rcuc-.ulonal Wke. Excellen! view,,, c.t~Y ;trcess, Huge deck .
Walk 10 the \\1atcrs edge. paved
ro3d~. watt::r, ullhtles. EZ ftn:tndng.
C.11ll'\oY.1 (!l(l(i) 770-9311 eJU. 853.

TRUCK Dlt!VlNG ~C::HOOI. •No
Money Down •ri:tm up to S3'S,OOO

e;xpcric:m-e. Sl.OOO SiWt

On Bonus.. :;L"ln .,3-4¢· ..~ mile+
benefits. Cull <000) ·14·i 6&11!

Expr~~' HlOO-·J-11~•9'i3 www. hc-Jrt·

Co:tqaJ E.xprt'S'

Owt-."F.R OPER.'\'rOK~: S12Q.<JOO-t
per }t>-,a~r. Over half our Own~:r
Oper-.tl<lrs carn<·tl 1ha1 Ia~! ye:tr.
Plates & Pc::rmns l'roVJ(Jl•tl. No 1'\YC.

Fla1 w/~ide,, L·ue mood conv~nllon·

Bonus! 011{, HegiQnals, Dt.-dicated
freighl . 1-l'l00-2.n .;2o•;
SJ7 for l ·YEAR r._'\PI:IUP.'ICH. You
de~cr~c this mu<h Plu' llomctimc!
,\'1carc c.xpertt'l1lC me;ms more pay!
IL mo~. OTI~ r.,;quir~·tl lll';lrtlam.l

i~ nonu~

011t
DIU\'E~
M;nnly
.Midw..-st/Southc:tMI.South.
l'\o
unloadm~ . :NO NYC. u1e nKxlel
conv~:ntion;ll condos . .Z }"e".IN OTH
wllh Hazmat. I':Jv all mile.~. 800-8968118. ~1·5 PM.CDT Omdht, Jlo""E

(PG-13)

ne-ws
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Flooding:

Spiders:

Minimal water damage reported in college

·Pesticide sign-up available
From Page 1

From Page 1
rooms."
Dehghanian said although she and
Woods moved most of their belongings out of the way of the water, they
could not keep everything from getting wet.
"Laura's TV got wet, but as far as
we could tell, nothing really got
damaged." Dehghanian said. "We
did the best we could to put everything on our beds so water couldn't

get to it. However, (Woods') drawers got flooded from water pouring
down the walls. So. it got her underwear and her socks and other cloth·
ing really wet."
Clark said she had not heard of 1he
flood causing any major damage to
residents' belongings.
"The most damage to (residents')
stuff was to rugs," Clark said.
"They'll probably have to be cleaned

because of ·the smell from the
water.''
Clark said while residents'
belongings were not seriously damaged, the flood did cause some dam·
age to the moms themselves.
"We had a meeting with the residents on Monday about their leaks,
and we took down exactly where
their leaks were in their room, down
to the exact tile, and Housing is

Plridv-1/;-Plrac/v e~www

Complete Fonnal Wear Headquarters

t'fi s :
:fllr.~lL·'

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch & Dinner - 11 a.m. · 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $ 0 .79

1270)759..5000

Darl"'"' RoalD no Bat:h- Si!S

Ph o n e- 489-6218 or 759 - 5267

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9 879

Weddings, Proms, Banquets
Birthdays & Anniversaries

The alate sponsored Kentucky Public Employees' Deferred Compensation Authority has since 1975,
p roVided supplemental retirement coverage on a tax-sheltered basis to thousands of public
employees in Kentu cky. Although thts benefit has been avaUable lo University employees. and
many of you h ave participated, your ability to contribute dollars to a supplemental tax sheltered
retirement was greatly llmlted by federal law. Tills year the IRS regulations have changed to allow
457 deferrals in addition to 403(b) contribuUo06. This is very good news for University employees
wh o want to tax s helter addltional dollars through the lRC 457 plan. Kentucky Deferred
Compensation's 457 plan is a strong retirement program with excellent features:
•
Rollouers to other qualified plans (i.ncluding Teachers Retirement System for
the purchase of service credits)
•
Benefits cwailable wiJ.hou1 penalty at any age upon retirement or termination of
employment
•
Low fees and no transaction charges
•
• Local representattve
•
Interactive award winning web site
•
Dfvers(fied investment options and the ease of daily exchanges among them
The Kentucky Deferred Compensation Repre~entaUve. Ms. Donna Richardson. will be at the Currls
Center, Srd noor Cumberland Room, from 8 :30 a .m. to 2:00p.m. on Wednesday, October 9 ,
2002. Please take this op portunity to visit with Ms. Richardson and learn more about this
importanl benefit. Sh e may also be contacted by phone al 1-800-793-4401 (opt. 5 ext:43632) or
locally at 753-7598.

• Movies

"I

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Closed SUndllll

753-3333

8

a.m.· 8 P.m.

$100-$600

• Home CD Players $29mi &: up

I

• New Car Stereo
• CD's

~

~~~ ......~~

TV's

$8~

&: up

$ 2 &: up

· • Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps

• Jewelry

• Scanners

• Playstatlon games

• Guitars

• Power tools

• Guns

• Playstatlon 1 &: 2

• Knives

Dorm
Refrigerators
$4995 & up

$4995 & up

Microwaves
$29~

& up

753-1554
753-1520

216 N.
15th St.

Tanni ng & S torage Rent a l

R1. & Sat.

753·2975

$1 &: up

• Computers

NIEON IBIEA.C:H

Hours

Pap/iai'S Pizza

New & Used Items

$199 5 & up

Mcn. ·1lu's.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

713 south t2th St. · 753-71 t3

VCR's

75% off a((Swimwear &'
10% discount off tannins Packases
and lotions with MSU I.D.

- - - $ 1.99 - --

s

304 Main Street
Murroy, KY

i ! Bedraa~n i ! Bat:h - S4D

- - SPAGHETTI - with Meal Sauce or Mruinara Sauce

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
1.9Q

Lzmousznes and Vans

1 lledracnn 1 Bat:h - S3D

i ! BedraDID 1 Bat:h - 535

I t ' s Ba.c:k!

,..,~ ~ 11.'
I.abp~~~·
.

.

the u~e of pesticide by
only using it when necessary. He said he b considering spraying the entire
building during Fall
Break.
"We are trying to evaluate that need," he said.
"That is going to be based
on feedback from '\IUdents nnd seeing how our
program goes forwarJ ."

schedules.
..As soon us we get a
re4uest, we have it followed up immecltately,''
he said. "Whenever
SOil]eone has a problem,
we immediately go in to
inspect or sprny or whatever we can do to correct
the problem."
However, Harper said
his staff is trying to limit

am definitely concerned
about our students. and I
want to make every possible attempt to safeguard
their well-being."
Harper said his depart·
ment has provided a sign·
up sheet for students who
want their rooms treated
so that Facilities Management can coordinate their
efforts with the student"'

working on getting that tixed right
now," Clark said.
Dehghanian said although Facilities Management has replaced ~ever
at tiles in her room. nothing has been
done to prevent flooding in the
future.
··we are currently preparing for
the weather." DehghWlian said. "We
have towels and things ready to pre· .
,vent future leaking if we can.''

1842 State Line RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
Larry & Lynda Ward
FAX: 270-492-6248
www.statellnewestemworld.com
Barry Ward
~~»e•I.'V'ery

<..,._c:tc:y>

..,.c.ll1l- - Fr.i.. .. a.-11111l- - 3

- For all your party needs -

P-11111l-

Happy Hour
Everyday

3 p.m.- 6 p.m.

to p.m. • midnight

IRIIH
BAKID
IIIJIIID
BRIADI
• lfaMan Herb
lurkel' and

S 1 Domestic Draft

Lunch au.,..e~

Men &Women

CROWN
ROYAL

WILD
TURKEY

1.7SLT
$44.99

1011.75LT
$34.97

~tesS

Cuts,

Ht.,Lights, Color,
Perms, and
Eyebrow Waxes.

Salon Open
Mon.- Sat.
TANNING OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

DELl TRAYS
AVAILABLE
SM.- $24.99
LG.- $41.97

Menu Available

• HkkOil'

Ham&lwbl
'1 '1 a.m! - 2:30 p . m.
(beue
- Cheesy Potato Soup
•(ajun I
- Chicken Fingers
&Pro~olone
- Fresh Salads
~ (heele
Pesto Pasta
• Porfabella
- Stuffed Breads
Mlllhroom
- Desserts and much
_,...,..... (heele
more .•.

$ 5.95

-

MAKERS

MARK.

*New Customer Special!*
1 Month UnUmited
$29.95

Sat., Oct. 12th

HomecomlnQ Murr-VeQas AIIStars

1.75LT
$38.98

\Ned., Oct. 16th

_

Karaoke - $2 cover
Thurs., Oct. 17th

Live Jazz - No cover
_

I

•

Fridays & Saturdays
Martha Carson on the Plano
6 p~m. - 9 p.m.

-

